9th Annual
Tiburon Internatioal Film Festival

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD THROUGH FILM ®
WELCOME...
to the 9th Annual Tiburon International Film Festival (TIFF). A committment to the true spirit of independent
film and independent filmmaking has always been at the core of what fuels this festival, and that undoubtedly
continues in 2010. This year’s line-up of films is once again a celebration of global cinema, a transcendence
of life into art that brings the world to its community in the greater Bay Area and beyond.
Since last year, historic change has swept through America, in spite of the turmoil facing the country on many
fronts. Film remains an incredible medium of expression; one that allows us all to gain a greater understanding
of one another and our shared humanity. The films in this program are both serious and light-hearted, but all
provide a window to the world, allowing us to explore those distant places of struggle, strife, and laughter with
our global neighbors.
This year TIFF shines spotlight on Turkish cinema and the environment, along with current events. Please join us, as nations unite
during this nine-day event.
– Saeed Shafa, Founder & Executive Director

Tiburon Film Society

---------------------------------------------------------

In our continuing efforts to bring the world to our community
through film, the TIFF has formed the Tiburon Film Society
to bring you films from all over the world.
For more information please contact us by e-mail or
phone at: info@TiburonFilmFestival.com 415.381.4123

About TIFF

-------------------------------------------------------------------The Tiburon International Film Festival (TIFF) is an annual event,
which seeks to provide a greater understanding of the world and
its many cultures through the artistic medium of film, and through
the top quality films from around the world. TIFF wishes to enhance
tolerance between people of all backgrounds. Its goal is one of cultural enrichment and heightened cultural awareness, and to create
a platform for the independent filmmakers to express their talent
and vision from any nation. TIFF strongly believes in its motto: “Understanding the World through Film”®
TIBURON INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL FOUNDED IN 2001

Festival Staff:
Tiburon International Film Festival
1680 Tiburon Blvd., Tiburon CA 94920 USA
--------------------------------------------------------Phone: 1(415) 381-4123
Fax: 1(415) 388-4123
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www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Events

Opening Night FILM & GALA EVENT

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THURSDAY | MARCH 18 | 7:00 PM
FILM: East, West, East: The Final Sprint at TIBURON PLAYHOUSE THEATER
Attending: Gjergj Xhuvani (Director)

GALA: CORINTHIAN YACHT CLUB | DOORS OPEN 8:30 PM
Live Music & Entertainment

Closing Night CELEBRATION & AWARDS CEREMONY

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FRIDAY | MARCH 26 | 7:30 PM
Exclusive presentation of the Tiburon International Film Festival’s
GOLDEN REEL AWARDS
FOOD & COCKTAILS, LIVE MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT
Guaymas Restaurant, 5 Main Street, Tiburon

Meet The Filmmakers Party
FRIDAY | MARCH 19 | 6:00 PM Sam’s Restaurant (27 Main Street, Tiburon)

Panel Discussion: Screenwriters & Screenwriting
SUNDAY | MARCH 21| 1:00 PM | FREE ADMISSION | WATERS EDGE HOTEL (25 Main Street, Tiburon)
With Jeff Arch, screenwriter for Sleepless in Seattle, nominated for two Oscars and two Golden Globes, and
Matt Hader, former board member of The American Screenwriters Association.
Sponsors:

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Call 415.789.8854 or visit www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

(See page 25 for details)
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2 Grapes		

2009 | 84 min | Czech Republic | Comedy

Director: Adam Dvorak
Cast: Krystof Hadek, Lukas Langmajer, Tereza
Voriskova

Director: Alvaro Pardo
---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

The story of two young men. One tries to integrate himself into the wine industry. His friend
escapes to his house after getting himself to
some trouble again. But nothing goes like they
want. And there are love problems too. In the
background of atypical Moravian village they go
through their adventures.

9 Years Later		

Fri | MAR 19 | 7:20 pm | TPH

Director: Yifat Kedar
---------------------------------------------------------

A Farewell to Hemingway

Tue | MAR 23 | 6:10 pm | TPH
2008 | 90 min | Drama | Bulgaria

Director: Svetoslav Ovcharov
Cast: Krystof Hadek, Lukas Langmajer, Tereza
Voriskova
------------------------------------------------------A rampageous young man – an American, is
forced to get off the Orient Express at a small
station in Bulgaria October 18, 1922. The chief
of the railway station and his daughter are quite
unwilling to put up the stranger. Gradually the
American wins their trust.

Sat | MAR 20 | 4:50 pm | CYC
Thu | MAR 25 | 2:50 pm | CYC

Alive

2009 | 90 min | Drama | Albania/Austria/France

Sun | MAR 21 | 11:00 am | TPH

Armando and Politics
Director: Svetoslav Ovcharov
Cast: Armando Malta
-------------------------------------------------Citizen Berlusconi came into Italian homes,
managing to force his way through even the
thickest walls. Until that day, Armando, had
been the embodiment of unswerving loyalty to
Social-Democratic values: trips to the East with
Union members, the Party Congress, electoral
campaigns, battles for workers’ rights were his
reasons for living.

Director: Jacques Sarasin
------------------------------------------------A documentary about the perils and promises
of globalization, Nobel laureate Joseph E. Stiglitz takes a tour of the world which starts in his
hometown of Gary, Indiana.
Stiglitz explains that globalization is not only a
story of environmental disaster and pressure on
wages and working standards. There are countries which have managed globalization well
and have found ways to make it work.

Bank Robbery
Director: Andrus Tuisk
Cast: Hannes Kaljujärv, Henri Kuus, Karin
Tammaru, Marilyn Jurman

--------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Koli, a college student, hides in the countryside to escape a blood feud, but soon realizes
he has to go back to his school, to his life in
the city, at the risk of confronting his assassin and involuntarily, he becomes a reluctant
mirror of his country’s love-hate relationship
with tradition.

A crook and former boxer Madis, having spent
half his life behind bars, is released from prison.
He pays his sister a visit and meets his nephew
Hannes. Madis is amused by Hannes and takes
him along on a trip. Hannes develops a romantic, but twisted plan to do a bank heist with his
uncle, film it and later post it on YouTube.

Sun | MAR 21 | 5:10 pm | TPH
2009 | 8 min | Animation | France

Director: Adam Dvorak
Cast: Krystof Hadek, Lukas Langmajer, Tereza
Voriskova

2008 | 73 min | Documentary | Italy

Wed | MAR 24 | 9:40 pm | TPH

Around
the World with Joseph Stiglitz
					

Director: Artan Minarolli
Cast: Nik Xhelilaj, Nijada Saliasi, Besart Kallaku,
Xhevdet Ferri, Arqile Lici, Bruno Shllaku

Allons-y! Alonzo!

Be Calm and Count to Seven

2009 | 52 min | Documentary
France/Ecuador/India/US

Mon | MAR 22 | 3:50 pm | CYC
2009 | 90 min | Comedy | Estonia

Sat | MAR 20 | 5:40 pm | TPH
2008 | 89 min | Fiction | Iran

Director: Ramtin Lavafipour
Cast: Hedayat Hashemi, Omid Abdollahi,
Mahnaz Talandeh

--------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

A walkway by the sea shore: an old man is
reading his newspaper with his white dog near
him, when a woman just comes to disturb his
reading. He hotfoots after this beautiful woman
and dives into an animated comic strip which
recounts his trials and tribulations on screen…
Sat | MAR 20 | 5:40 pm | TPH
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Oscar-winning film maker and seasoned activist Barbara Trent travels in Mexico City with
her Oscar award. Oscar surprises people she
meets. Strangers make acquaintance with a
real Oscar and get to know Barbara Trent herself. This humoristic short documentary contemplates the mythical attraction of this little
goldplated statuette.

Thu | MAR 25 | 4:35 pm | TPH
2009 | 70 min | Israel | Documentary

Danielle, a Jew who grew up as a Muslim in
Morocco, struggles for the right to bring up her
son, Nasser. Nine years after she was forced
to leave him and moved to live in Jerusalem,
she returns to Morocco to fight for custody. She
sets off, apprehensive about the meeting with
her son, now 14, whom she hardly knows and
with her Muslim family, from which she drifted
far apart.

And the Oscar Goes to Mexico 2009 | 10 min | | Documentary | Mexico

Set in little-known but spectacularly beautiful
islands in the Persian Gulf, the story revolves
around Motu, who belongs to a gang of reckless youth. After receiving contraband goods
brought in by smugglers in boats, the gang
has to forward the shipments to distant inland
destinations.

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Wed | MAR 24 | 9:40 pm | TPH
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Bicycle Dreams

2009 | 107 | Documentary | US

Director: Stephen Auerbach
-------------------------------------------------They are seekers, madmen, and angels hellbent on riding across America on a bicycle in
less than ten days. Eager to push their bodies to
the limit, they set out on a daunting 3000-mile
odyssey. What begins as the adventure of a lifetime is transformed in an instant when tragedy
strikes the race. These voyagers discover what
is truly at stake as they pedal on.

2009 | 84 min | Documentary | Romania/Netherlands

Director: Mercedes Stalenhoef
--------------------------------------------------------

Sun | MAR 21 | 1:00 pm | CYC

Bombay Summer

Carmen Meets Borat

2009 | 7 min | Music Video | Germany

Director: Jimmy Grassiant
Cast: Sarah Alles, Patrick Heyn, Roberto
Martinez

Carmen Meets Borat follows the life of 17-yearold Carmen. She lives in a gypsy village in Romania, where the men spend their days tying
one on and exchanging coarse words in her
father’s bar. In the evenings, she watches a
Spanish soap opera and dreams of a better life
in Spain. Her plan to emigrate falls to pieces
when an American film crew descends on her
village to shoot Borat.

Carpet to Celestial Heavens

Sat | MAR 20 | 3:05 pm | CYC
2008 | 3 min | Experimental | Iran

Director: Hamideh Razavi
-------------------------------------------------------

Persian carpets, suitable for any occasion.

---------------------------------------------------------

Bombay Summer explores the fleeting and
delicate friendship between three young people
and its eventual disintegration in the face of betrayal and personal loss. Set in contemporary
India, the film subtly mirrors the turmoil within
tradition bound Indian society as it copes with
change and rapid modernization.

Fri | MAR 19 | 9:25 pm | TPH

Boyhood Shadows: I Swore I’d Never Tell
					

2009 | 61 min
Documentary | US

Director: Steve Rosen & Terri DeBono

Fri | MAR 19 | 7:35 pm | TPH

Catch the Billionaire
Director: Tomas Vorel
Cast:Tomas Matonoha,Jiri Madl,Ester Janeckova

---------------------------------------------------------

“Boyhood Shadows: I Swore I’d Never Tell” is a
story of retribution - poignant, funny and sad,
about overcoming the havoc childhood sexual
abuse creates. Running from shame and guilt,
Glenn breaks 30 years of silence, he tells when
he swore he never would. His determination to
take a stand and fight back is inspirational.

---------------------------------------------------------

When the media fabricates a report accusing
successful businessman Patrick Grossmann of
racism, the atmosphere gets so thick that he
becomes everybody’s punching bag. Grossmann’s demise seems inevitable until he gets
an idea: Buy a TV station and change public
opinion.
Mon | MAR 22 | 7:35 pm | TPH

Bridges			
Director: Marly Reed
Cast: Facundo Perez, Milton De La Canal,
Juan Ciancio, Malena Villa
------------------------------------------------Three young teenage boys who love soccer, are
troublemakers, and always lie to their teachers
and miss class. They are always up to no good.
And they aren’t alone. Their families are surrounded by restlessness. But when one of the
boys steals a gun from another boy’s house,
things start to take a different turn.

Broken Hill
Director: Luke Arnold, Alexa Vega, Timothy
Hutton
Cast: Dagen Merrill
------------------------------------------------Set against the backdrop of a drought-ridden,
rural sheep-ranching community in the heart
of Australia’s desolate Outback, BROKEN HILL
is the story of an aspiring high school music
composer, Tommy McAlpine (18), who struggles against his father’s expectations, cultural
stereotypes, and the lack of musicians in his
small town.

2009 | 89 min | Fiction | Czech Republic

2009 | 77 min | Fiction | Argentina

Fri | MAR 19 | 6:45 pm | CYC

Chasing Che

2009 | 78 min | Documentary | Iran/Cuba

Director: Alireza Rofougaran
-------------------------------------------------An Iranian businessman switches the course of
his life. Inspired by a biography of Che Guevara,
which he reads and then translates into Farsi,
Alireza embarks on a long odyssey through
Latin America and Europe, home movie camera
in hand. His mission: to retrace Che’s footsteps,
looking up any of the late revolutionary’s surviving friends and foes he can find.
Fri | MAR 19 | 5:30 pm | TPH
2009 | 104 min | Feature | Australia/US

Sat | MAR 20 | 3:30 pm | TPH

Chicago Overcoat

2009 | 95 min | Drama | US

Director: Brian Caunter
Cast: Frank Vincent, Kathrine Narducci, Mike
Staar, Stacy Keach, Armand Assante, Danny
Goldring
--------------------------------------------------------

Fri | MAR 19 | 7:10 pm | TPH

The Chicago Outfit was the most powerful organized crime syndicate of the 20th century,
and Lou Marazano was their deadliest hit man.
Twenty years after his most notorious wave of
hits, Lou is a relic...

Tue | MAR 23 | 3:15 pm | TPH
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Sat | MAR 20 | 5:20 pm | TPH
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Children and the Flood

2008 | 48 min | Documentary | Germany

--------------------------------------------------------

Mon | MAR 22 | 5:10 pm | TPH
2009 | 13 min | Comedy | US

Danse Macabre			

Fri | MAR 19 | 3:20 pm | TPH

Thu | MAR 25 | 5:50 pm | ???
2009 | 90 min | Drama | Cuba

Daughters				

--------------------------------------------------------

Fri | MAR 19 | 4:50 pm | CYC

Daughters are like water, once poured, they
won’t return, – an old saying Chinese people
use to describe the worthlessness of having a
girl born into their families. Maple is a 14-year
old girl living in rural China. Desperately wanting a son, Maple’s family forces her into an arranged marriage with an older man.

Thu | MAR 25 | 4:00 pm | TPH
2009 | 82 min | Documentary | Germany

Tue | MAR 23 | 4:50 pm | CYC

Dave Talks About Stuff and Things

--------------------------------------------------------

A journey into the wild parallel world of the
fashionists and Bohemians of East Berlin. It
was a fantasy world within East Germany’s very
restricted everyday life. Here you could break
ranks, be individual and provocative. This film
tells of the longing, passions and dreams which
were tested, experienced and lived out in the
shadow of the Wall.

Sun | MAR 21 | 12:50 pm | TPH

Sun | MAR 21 | 3:25 pm | CYC
2008 | 26 min | Documentary | Iran/UK

Director: Marco Wilms

Digging in Their Heels

2008 | 20 min | Drama | Spain

Director: Amanda Castro Garcia
Cast: Cristina Marcos, Lola Herrera, Belén
Ponce de León, Fernando Andina, Fran Sariego
------------------------------------------------Digging in Their Heels focuses on the events
which led to the first organised response to
the dictatorship by the workers’ movement
and by a sector of Spanish intellectuals, in
which the wives of the Asturian miners played
a crucial role.

--------------------------------------------------------

Estekhareh literally means asking for God’s
consultation. High ranking clerics perform it
by consulting the Quran, for those who can not
decide or find an answer after consulting with
their family and friends. Due to people’s belief
in Estekhreh it has transformed to a quite modern and systematic issue nowadays.
Tue | MAR 23 | 7:50 pm | TPH
4

2009 | 4 min | Animation | US

Director: Bill Roth
Cast: David Lynch
------------------------------------------------An Animentary (animated documentary) based
on the thoughts and words of David Lynch. All
dialog verbatim, the animation was made using
various rotoscoping techniques and processes,
and the source images themselves were both
sourced from Lynch projects and non Lynch
sources.

Director: Marco Wilms

Consulting God		

2009 | 10 min | Drama | China

Director: Chloé Zhao
Cast: Qian Luo

--------------------------------------------------------

Comrade Couture 		

2008 | 9 min | Drama | Canada

For a certain time, while we believe it to be perfectly still, our corpse animates and stirs in an
ultimate macabre ballet. Are the many spasms
shaking our body merely erratic motions or do
they echo the twists and turns of our past life?

Director: Rebeca Chávez
Cast: Rafael Ernesto Hernández, Eman-xor Oña,
Yori Gómez, Carlos Enrique Almirante
24 hours in the life of the city’s residents during
the clandestine struggle of the urban fighters
against Batista’s dictatorship. It constructs a
fictitious world that centers around relationships between people from different social
circles.

Tue | MAR 23 | 4:00 pm | TPH

--------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

City in Red			

Two best friends get involved into the domination games of two mafia bosses in post-communist Bulgaria. Without the other one knowing, they are manipulated to take seemingly
harmless tasks. Clutching like crayfish to the
baits of everyday life, they determine their fates.

Director: Pedro Pires

Director: Matthew Watts
Cast: Ross Partridge, Annika Peterson, Geoffrey
Cantor
Chris Cleary, brilliant, passionate, flawed, rushes to stop the wedding of his true love, Faye.
His demons, though, are too big and when he
misses the opportunity to speak now, he stops
at the local bar to re-evaluate. Several hours
later, he stumbles out to make a questionable
attempt at getting his woman back...

2009 | 108 min | Drama | Bulgaria

Director: Ivan Cherkelov
Cast: Valeri Yordanov, Filip Avramov, Rangel
Vulchanov, Nikolai Urumov, Slava Doycheva,
Krasimir Dokov

Director: Thomas Hies & Jens Monath
------------------------------------------------This documentary explores the consequences
of climate change. In Greenland, Peru, Dubai,
the Netherlands, Bangladesh and other countries Moreover, it contains well-designed reenactments, depicting the lives of children in the
future on three continents. Expert statements
and excellent computer animations support
scientific facts.

Christopher Dispossessed

Crayfish			

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Sat | MAR 20 | 1:10 pm | TPH
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Diploma

				

2009 | 20 min | Drama | Israel

Director: Yaelle Kayam
Cast: Osama Arbiaa, Youssra Barakat
Hebron. The night of the Jewish settlement
Masquerade. 15 year old Samer insists on taking his older sister Ayat to collect her diploma
from the Palestinian university. Walking through
the city rooftops and side narrow allies they
must avoid the settlers, the army and the curious foreign news reporters.

---------------------------------------------------------

Fri | MAR 19 | 5:30 pm | TPH
2009 | 52 min | Documentary | Germany

Director: Wolfgang Ettlich

Father and Sister

Wed | MAR 24 | 5:25 pm | TPH
2010 | 5 min | Animation | South Korea/USA

Mon | MAR 22 | 6:00 pm | TPH

Down Here			

2008 | 30 min | Documentary | Canada

Director: Charles Wilkinson
-------------------------------------------------Beautifully filmed in the heart of ‘the best city in
the world’, Down Here tenderly & cinematically
explores the day-to-day survival of Western
society’s growing ranks of urban castaways.
Candid interviews detail brave struggles for basic needs in, what for the homeless is, a post
apocalyptic environment.
Thu | MAR 25 | 4:50 pm | CYC

East, West, East: The Final Sprint

					

2009 | 100 min
Comedy | Italy/Albania

Director: Marly Reed
Cast: Ervin Bejleri, Helidon Fino, Gentiano Hazizi. Lulzim Zeqja, Romir Zalla
------------------------------------------------A former cycling champion is assigned by the
government to assemble a team of five young
cyclists to represent the country in an amateur
race in France.

Sun | MAR 21 | 1:10 pm | TPH

Frog 					
Director: Hiroshi Toda
Cast: Takahiro Yoshida, Shinichi Okayama,
Shigeaki Horiuchi, Yayoi Yamamoto, Shyo
Yamada
-------------------------------------------------Ryo is dismissed from his job by reason of being always late for his oversleeping. Ryo’s father used to be Yakuza, but he runs an konomiyaki business on the street now. Ryo is always
rebellious toward his father because he simply
doesn’t like his him.

2009 | 86 min | Drama | Japan

Wed | MAR 24 | 5:50 pm | TPH

From Somewhere to Nowhere

2009 | 90 min
Documentary | Switzerland/China

Director: Jimmy Grassiant
Cast: Sarah Alles, Patrick Heyn, Roberto
Martinez
---------------------------------------------------------

Thu | MAR 18 | 7:00 pm | TPH
Mon | MAR 22 | 4:00 pm | TPH

Empire State Building Murders

2008 | 73 min | Fiction | France

Director: William Karel
Cast: Kirk Douglas, Cyd Charisse, Ben Gazarra,
Lauren Bacall, Mickey Rooney, James Cagney,
Humphrey Bogart, Glenn Ford, Richard Widmark

High-population centres of enormous size are
springing up in China with dizzying speed. With
them comes an increased demand for migrant
workers in the construction sector, factories and
mines. Some 150 million people have already
set out from underdeveloped rural provinces to
earn their living in the growth centers of China.

General Nil

		

Tue | MAR 23 | 4:50 pm | CYC
2009 | 125 min | Drama | Poland

Director: Ryszard Bugajski [In Person]
Cast: Olgierd Lukaszewicz, Alicja Jachiewicz,
Magdalena Emilianowicz, Anna Cieslak, Zbigniew Stryj, Jacek Rozenek, Maciej Radel

---------------------------------------------------------

William Karel has “mixed” scenes from more
than 50 classic film noir and recruited the very
much alive Kirk Douglas, Lauren Bacall, Mickey
Rooney and Cyd Charisse to play along from
the point of view of today, adding whole new
layers of meaning.

‘Failing Better Now’ is a corky indie romantic comedy. Mia, a flakey failed writer with a
penchant for lying, loses her perfect sister’s
cat. She falls for a surprisingly sincere aspiring rockstar who joins her on her wild search
through the East Village and challenges her to
take on the story of her own life.

Director: Soyeon Kim
-------------------------------------------------A chance occurrence leads to a workplace
temptation.

---------------------------------------------------------

In 1908 the first car race around the world took
place. All across the USA, Asia, Siberia and
Europe. Hans Koeppen from Berlin was one of
the six rivals that ventured the 20.000km long
route. The film takes us on an adventurous trip
that turns into a journey through time. Always
close to the German driver we experience the
fascinating race. Koeppen’s diary gives insight
into the life and mentality a hundred years ago.

2009 | 93 min | Comedy | US

Director: Keren Atzmon
Cast: Lindsay Michelle Nadar, Justin Allen,
Joyce DeWitt

---------------------------------------------------------

Do Engines Have a Soul?

Failing Better Now			

---------------------------------------------------------

Sat | MAR 20 | 5:40 pm | TPH

Although World War II ended in 1945, for most
people in Poland the challenges of living in
peace continued under the new Soviet appointed Communist government. Such is the story of
General Fieldorf, who was hailed as a war hero
for his resistance to the Nazis...

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Sun | MAR 21 | 9:30 pm | TPH
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Good Fortune

2009 | 70 min | Documentary | USA/Kenya

Helsinki Forever		

2008 | 75 min | Documentary | Finland

Director: Landon Van Soest

Director: Peter von Bagh

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

In Nairobi’s largest shantytown, a woman is
worried about losing her home and business
when a UN project to tear down the slum and
replace it with “affordable” block-style housing
for the poor breaks ground. The rent for the new
houses will be out of her reach.

Helsinki, forever is a montage film on the city
of Helsinki by the award-winning Finnish film
director and academic Peter von Bagh. The film
draws a portrait of Helsinki and also acts as
an essay on Finnish culture in a wider sense.
It shows Helsinki as captured by leading Finnish feature film and documentary makers over
a period of a hundred years.
Sun | MAR 21 | 9:35 pm | TPH

Happy Together
Director: Geoffrey Enthoven
Cast: Ben Van Ostade, Bien De Moor, Clara
Cleymans, Ziggy Moens, Chris Lomme
------------------------------------------------Martin and Eline have it all. Two beautiful children, money in their pocket and time on their
hands, in short the perfect life. But their luck
runs out when, shortly after buying a holiday
home in Tuscany, Martin’s bank manager
seems to have disappeared with a large sum
of their money.

Heaven, Hell, Earth...

2008 | 90 min | Drama | Netherlands

Wed | MAR 24 | 9:40 pm | TPH
2009 | 95 minutes | Drama | Czech Republic

Director: Laura Sivakova
Cast: Zuzana Kanocz, Bronislaw Wroclawski,
Jiri Korn

Heiran
Director: Shalizeh Arefpour
Cast: Baran Kosari, Mehrdad Sedighian, The
late Khosro Shakibaei, Farhad Aslani, Zhaleh
Sameti, Fouzhan Arefpour, Mohsen Mokari
------------------------------------------------This is the story of a 17 year old rural girl
Mahi who comes from a war-stricken family in
southern Iran. Mahi falls in love with an Afghan
student named Heiran. But Mahi’s family being
strictly against her marriage to an Afghan,
forces Mahi to choose one between her family
and an Afghan lad.

Helipolis
Director: Ahmad Abdalla
Cast: Khaled Abol Naga, Hanan Metaweh,
Hany Adel, Yousra El Lozy, Somaya Gwily,
Tamer El Said
------------------------------------------------The lives of six different characters in the span
of a sunset into late night in Heliopolis, a quiet
neighbourhood in Cairo, where different kinds
of churches, mosques, synagogues and ethnic
restaurants sit quietly side by side on the same
street. Each is trying to resolve a conundrum,
mundane or serious.
6

High Rise

2009 | 71 min | Documentary | Brazil

Director: Gabriel Mascaro
------------------------------------------------‘High Rise’ presents an analysis of the dominant Brazilian classes through a dialogue with
the inhabitants of eight penthouse apartments
in Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Recife. During the film, penthouse residents open up
their homes to reveal their thoughts on social
inequality, politics, as well as discussing more
intimate subjects such as their desires, dreams,
conflicts, insecurities, prejudices and personal
histories.

Hipsters

			

Mon | MAR 22 | 9:40 pm | TPH
2008 | 125 min | Musical | Russia

Director: Valery Todorovsky
Cast: Anton Shagin, Oksana Akinshina, Evgenia
Brik, Maksim Matveev, Igor Voynarovsky, Ekaterina Vilkova

---------------------------------------------------------

Young and self-confident ballet dancer Klara
gets an offer to dance in one of the most prestigious dance ensembles in the world. If she
trains hard, she can fulfil her life-long dream.
At the same time Klara witnesses the infidelity
of her partner, and their year-long relationship
falls apart.

Wed | MAR 24 | 5:20 pm | CYC

---------------------------------------------------------

Sun | MAR 21 | 5:45 pm | TPH
2009 | 88 min | Drama | Iran

It’s 1955. Stalin has been dead two years, but
not even Khrushchev’s thaw can prevent Komsomol shock troops hounding fans of American
rhythms and fashion. The student Mels (MarxEngels-Lenin-Stalin). He joins a gang of hipsters who meet up on Moscow’s “Broadway”...

Home from Home

Thu | MAR 20 | 7:25 pm | TPH

2009 | 99 min | Documentary | Korea/Germany

Director: Sung-Hyung Cho
---------------------------------------------------------

Fri | MAR 19 | 7:35 pm | TPH

Armin, Ludwig and Willi courageously start another great (maybe their last) adventure. They
are all retired and want to spend their welldeserved sunset years in the Farthest East,
the home of their wives. They almost don’t
understand a word in Korean and the customs
and conventions of the locals are difficult to get
used to.

Thu | MAR 25 | 3:30 pm | TPH
2009 | 104 min | Fiction | Egypt

Fri | MAR 19 | 5:05 pm | TPH

Hotel Sahara

2009 | 52 min | Documentary | Germany/Mauritania

Director: Bettina Haasen
------------------------------------------------A film journey to the last invisible border separating the West-African coast and Europe. The
bleak city on the Atlantic Coast is a metaphor,
a point of arrival and of departure, a place of
waiting for that better life on the far side of the
Atlantic. It is above all a no-man’s land, a place
of endless waiting and endless hoping.
Sat | MAR 20 | 11:10 am | TPH
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Sat | MAR 20 | 9:50 pm | TPH
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How Green Was Our Valley

2009 | 32 min | Documentary | Iran

Director: Fereshteh Joghataei
-------------------------------------------------A dam has been built and the water is rising
63 villages will be flooded and their residents
must leave. There is a holy shrine in one of the
villages and people are waiting for a miracle.

Kilo

		

Director: Kiel Murray & Phil Lorin
Cast: Elizabeth Ho, Joaquin Garay III, Culley
Fredricksen, Nik Tyler
-------------------------------------------------A female officer loses a kilo of cocaine during
a foot chase. Desperate not to go back emptyhanded, she enlists her arrestee to buy her a
second one. When the buy goes sideways,
she’s forced to choose between becoming the
laughing-stock and doing the right thing.
Mon | MAR 22 | 5:10 pm | TPH

It Came From Kuchar

2009 | 86 min | Documentary | US

Sat | MAR 20 | 3:20 pm | TPH

Kino Caravan

		

Director: Jennifer Kroot
Cast: John Waters, Buck Henry, Guy Maddin,
Todd Haynes, Wayne Wang

Director: Titus Muntean
Cast: Mircea Diaconu, Dorian Boguta, Iulia Lumanare, Alexandru Georgescu

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Filmmakers and twin brothers, Mike and
George Kuchar began making low-budget, experimental, and hilariously melodramatic films
in the 1960s. With an extensive body of work
to their credit, the brothers are recognized as
legends in today’s film industry.

In an isolated village in Transylvania, the people
live relative peaceful lives. A mobile cinema, run
by a young and ambitious communist activist
arrives. His pressure produces fear, and slowly,
under his prodding, everybody has to make
some compromises to survive.
Sun | MAR 21 | 3:00 pm | TPH

Jazzed 			

2008 | 7 min | Animation | Belgium

Director: Anton Setola
-------------------------------------------------‘Jazzed’ incites audience on an introspective
journey by pushing the main character to release his most mysterious and imperceptible
emotions.

Kiss the Moon

2009 | 10 min | Drama | US

Tue | MAR 23 | 9:40 pm | TPH

Kissing Paris

2008 | 80 min | Romance | Australia

Director: Anna Kannava
Cast: Natalie Vella, John Forman, Paul Lapierre, Olivier Sandberg
-------------------------------------------------Claire seeks to recapture something of her
mother’s romantic past in Paris; a journey of
discovery in what also becomes a love poem
to the city.

---------------------------------------------------------

A father and his young son share a house, a
yard, and very different ideas about masculinity
and appropriate uses of army toys.

Mon | MAR 22 | 7:35 pm | TPH

Director: Ravin Asaf
Cast: Hama Ali Chan, Ravin Asaf, Hassan Ali,
Rehel Cemal, Jalil Said, Ferman Reshid, Beyar
Zahir, Soran Cemal
-------------------------------------------------At noon, while the sun burns strongly on the
Iraqi city of Baghdad, two mysterious businessmen meet up in an old, dusty bar with rusty
chairs. At first it seems, the two businessmen
simply enjoy the sunny day, but the truth is,
both of them foster a dark secret.

2009 | 80 min | Drama | Pakistan/Germany

Director: Khalid Gill
Cast: Sonya, Aini, Boota
-------------------------------------------------‘Kiss the Moon’ is a passionate attempt to forge
intimate contact with the Khusra community,
to comprehend how it feels to live in a world
where life is always either masculine or feminine, in a very black and white way.

Director: Andrew Betzer
Cast: Anton Saunders, Mark Derbaremdiker

Kidnap Factory

2009 | 100 min | Comedy | Romania

Thu | MAR 25 | 6:45 pm | CYC

Sun | MAR 21 | 3:25 pm | CYC

John Wayne Hated Horses 		

2009 | 40 min | Drama | US

2009 | 7 min | Drama | Iraq/Germany

Wed | MAR 24 | 7:00 pm | CYC

Knock on Wood

2008 | 13 min | Documentary | US/Ghana

Director: Ron Grunhut
-------------------------------------------------‘Knock on Wood’ is about music and how a
single individual can change the status quo.
This documentary is the story of percussionist
Valerie Naranjo’s groundbreaking trip to Ghana
where her quest to learn about and master an
obscure West African xylophone led to an unexpected change in the tribe’s relationship to
its women.
Thu | MAR 25 | 9:46 pm | TPH
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Tue | MAR 23 | 6:50 pm | CYC
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Letters to the President

2009 | 72 min | Documentary | Germany

Director: Petr Lom
Cast: Lourdes Valera, Dimas González, Pedro
Durán, Nohely Arteaga

Life in the Building Blocks

---------------------------------------------------------

This animation redraws the trip of a European
traveler confronted with Famadihana customs,
and the luxuriant landscapes of Madagascar
before being introduced to the Malagasy culture.

Tue | MAR 23 | 7:50 pm | TPH
2009 | 87 min | Fiction | Venezuela

Fri | MAR 19 | 9:30 pm | TPH

Made in China

Director: Alfredo Hueck, & Carlos Caridad
Cast: Lourdes Valera, Dimas González, Pedro
Durán, Nohely Arteaga

Director: Judi Krant
Cast: Jackson Kuehn, Steve Gormley, Frances
Kuehn, Dan Sumpter, Syna Zhang, Ya Wang

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Manuel is a lonely and antisocial man living in
Block 1. His behavior keeps everyone around
him at a distance, including his own son. Amid
his daily routine and the occasional drink, he
finds happiness in a new love: Norma, a cook at
a bar, comes into his life.

Behind every great novelty item is a great Novelty Inventor. Made in China is a comedy about
one such inventor, Johnson (Jackson Kuehn), a
self-styled novelty inventor from a small town in
East Texas, who is determined to bring his big
idea - “a humorous domestic hygiene product”
- to the world.

Tue | MAR 23 | 5:15 pm | TPH

LoopLoop		

2008 | 5 min | Experimental

Director: Patrick Bergeron
-------------------------------------------------Using animation, sounds warping and time
shifts this video runs forwards and backwards
looking for forgotten details, mimicking the way
memories are replayed in the mind.

Made in Deutschland		

2009 | 103 min | Documentary | Germany

Is Germany really a pain in the neck? And if so,
why? In this documentary road-movie shot between 2005 and 2008, director Hans-Erich Viet
travels through Germany to find out just how
the German soul ticks. The journey was determined through the events that took place and
offers answers to all the moaning and groaning
going on in Germany today.

2009 | 105 min |Drama | Germany

Wed | MAR 25 | 7:20 pm | TPH

Malban 			

2008 | 8 min | Animation | France

Director: Elodie Bouedec
------------------------------------------------A young girl, Claude, is spending her holidays
with her mother and her brother in their beach
house. One evening, an unknown man arrives.
He is an ornithologist seeking a bird island often
mentioned in Claude’s father’s novels.

Fri | MAR 19 | 9:25 pm | TPH
2008 | 110 min | Drama | Argentina

Thu | MAR 25 | 6:10 pm | TPH

Maria’s Way 			

Director: Gonzalo Calzada
Cast: Leonor Manso, Jean Pierre Reguerraz

Director: Anne Milne
Cast: Anton Saunders, Mark

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Luisa is a solitary woman who has undergone a
traumatic event in the past. As a consequence,
the ways she relates to others are very particular. Her only companion is Tino, the cat. One day
he suddenly dies and Luisa loses her job. After
that she discovers a world that is completely
strange to her.

Maria’s encounters with passing strangers
allow us to catch a glimpse of the modern
pilgrim. Despite encountering some difficult
pilgrims throughout her day, Maria nobly continues her task.

Thu | MAR 25 | 5:20 pm | TPH
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Sat | MAR 20 | 7:50 pm | TPH

---------------------------------------------------------

Director: Felix Fuchssteiner
Cast: Elisa Schlott, Petra Kleinert, Michael Lott,
Sina Tkotsch, Maximilian Befort, Annekathrin
Bürger
-------------------------------------------------Despite a dark secret, 14-year-old Jessika
fights to keep her broken family together. While
each family member is caught up in their own
drama, Jessika realizes that only a radical step
can save her from falling apart.

Luisa				

2009 | 86 min | Comedy | US

Director: Hans-Erich Viet

Wed | MAR 24 | 5:20 pm | CYC

Losing Balance

2009 | 11 min | Animation | France

Director: Bastien Dubois

---------------------------------------------------------

An observational verité film about President
Ahmadinejad’s regime in Iran. The director was
allowed to travel on several of the President’s
populist trips to the countryside. The President
receives many letters – the government claims
ten million – from poor Iranians asking for help.
The film takes these letters to the President as
its narrative thread.

Madagascar, a Journey Diary

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2009 | 15 min | Documentary | Scotland

Mon | MAR 22 | 6:00 pm | TPH

9th Tiburon International Film Festival | FI LMS |
Morenita - The Scandal

2008 | 92 min | Drama | Mexico

Nowhere Kids

			

Director: Eric Juhola

Director: Alan Jonsson Gavica
Cast: Horacio García Rojas, Ignacio López
Tarso, Maya Zapata, Everado Arzate, Dagoberto Gama
-------------------------------------------------Desperate to save his family from death threats
by a notorious drug dealer, Mateo Cruz steals
the venerated image of the Virgin of Guadalupe
causing pandemonium throughout México.

---------------------------------------------------------

A teen runaway’s search for her biological
mother is derailed when she meets a group of
crust-punk street kids on their way to the Mesa,
a mysterious place where “rules don’t exist.”
After they commit a series of crimes, she becomes an unwitting accomplice and ultimately
must choose between her fragile family bonds
and an escape to the unknown.
Sun | MAR 21 | 9:30 pm | TPH

Sat | MAR 20 | 3:20 pm | TPH

My Heart Goes Hadippa

2009 | 147 min | Comedy | India

Director: Anurag Singh
Cast: Shahid Kapoor, Rani Mukherjee

Nyarma is about everyday life of reindeerbreeders of the polar Ural mountain region
of Russia. Protagonist of the film is 17 years
old farmer Gosha, who in his comparatively
young age owns quite a big deer farm in the
Ural mountains. This is a film about everyday
life, human destiny, and the silent melody of
mankind.
Wed | MAR 24 | 2:30 pm | CYC
2009 | 10 min
Animation | Germany

Tue | MAR 23 | 5:25 pm | TPH

Obselidia				

---------------------------------------------------------

Mon | MAR 22 | 9:40 pm | TPH
2008 | 13 min | Documentary | France

Director: Clara Elalouf
-------------------------------------------------A lot of men, some women, and children push
open the door of public baths. Some of them
because of necessity, these don’t have showers at their place. And then others, who have
a shower, prefer coming to wash themselves in
that public place.

Believing he’s the last door-to-door encyclopedia salesman in the world, George decides to
write The Obselidia, a compendium of obsolete
things. George believes that love, among other
things, is obsolete. In his quest to document
nearly extinct occupations, he befriends Sophie,
a beautiful cinema projectionist who works at a
silent movie theatre

On the Safe Side

		

Mon | MAR 22 | 3:15 pm | TPH
2009 | 80 min | Documentary | Germany

---------------------------------------------------------

This creative documentary tells about the future
of residential life in our globalized world, in the
phenomenon of enclosed neighborhoods which
appear all over. This is the story of inhabitants
of security communities, their wishes and concerns, their motivations for moving into gated
residential areas.

2008 | 12 min | Experimental | Canada

Director: Denis Villeneuve
Cast: Mathieu Handfield, Sébastien René,
Emmanuel Schwartz, Simone Chevalot, Ken
Fernandez

Sat | MAR 20 | 11:10 am | TPH

Our Disappeared

2008 | 99 min | Documentary | Argentina/US

Director: Juan Mandelbaum
-------------------------------------------------Through a casual Google search the filmmaker finds out that a long lost girlfriend from
Argentina, is among the thousands who were
kidnapped, tortured and then “disappeared” by
the military during the 1976-1983 dictatorship.
He embarks on a journey to find out what happened to her and re-examines his own choices.

---------------------------------------------------------

During an opulent and luxurious banquet, complete with cavalier servers and valets, eleven
pampered guests participate in what appears
to be a ritualistic gastronomic carnage. In this
absurd and grotesque universe, an unexpected
sequence of events undermines the endless
symphony of abundance.

Sun | MAR 21 | 7:10 pm | TPH

Director: Corinna Wichmann & Lukas
Schmid

Sun | MAR 21 | 11:00 am | TPH

Next Floor			

2009 | 96 min | Drama | USA

Director: Diane Bell
Cast: Gaynor Howe, Michael Piccirilli, Frank
Hoyt Taylor, Chris Byrne

Director: Gregor Dashuber
------------------------------------------------The awkward hero stumbles over a long
forgotten piano. Music leads him from his run
down existence out into the city life. There he
plays a last funeral march to all the deadbeat
figures on the sidewalk.

New Skin			

2009 | 41 min | Documentary | Russia

---------------------------------------------------------

Never Drive a Car When You ‘re Dead
					

Nyarma			
Director: Edgar Bartenev

---------------------------------------------------------

Rani Mukherjee, plays a feisty Punjabi woman
who just happens to be a brilliant batsman. But,
as a woman, she is limited in where she can
play. She seeks a position in the lineup. There’s
no place on his team for a girl, however. With
the annual India-Pakistan match coming up,
too much is at stake to indulge a woman’s
dreams.

2009 | 18 min | Drama | US

Sat | MAR 20 | 5:20 pm | TPH
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Sat | MAR 20 | 1:10 pm | TPH
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Petition			

2009 | 124 min | Documentary | China

Director: Zhao Liang
Cast: Jackson Kuehn, Steve Gormley, Frances
Kuehn, Dan Sumpter, Syna Zhang, Ya Wang

Post Scriptum		

Mon | MAR 22 | 5:00 pm | TPH
2009 | 16 min | Fiction | Belgium

---------------------------------------------------------

Structure, repetition and control have a strong
grip on the life of Bernhard, a 34 year old clockmaker. He finds comfort in his clocks, his daily
rhythm in his safe and quiet life. Until one day
his gorgeous upstairs neighbor Joke comes
rushing into his life. She’s impulsive, naive and
full of joie de vivre.

Rembrandt’s J’accuse

2008 | 13 min | Animation | Germany

Director: Christian Asmussen & Matthias
Bruhn
------------------------------------------------In a tiny village at the end of the world a postman has a completely original approach to his
job. He substitutes the mail he is supposed to
deliver with letters he himself has written.

Rembrandt’s J’Accuse occupies an unsteady
patch of ground, jostled about by the competing
labels of documentary, historical re-enactment,
art film, conspiracy theory, and police procedural. Peter Greenaway leads a forensic investigation of Rembrandt’s “Night Watch”.

Scum		

2009 | 75 min | Sport | US

Director: TGR
Cast: Sage Cattabriga-Alosa, Seth Morrison,
Kye Petersen, Ian McIntosh, Dana Flahr, Dylan
Hood

Sun | MAR 21 | 9:30 pm | TPH

Sea Point Days

2009 | 93 min | Documentary | South Africa

Alongside the southernmost urban center in Africa, separating city from ocean lies an unusual
strip of land. The Sea Point Promenade, once
a bastion of Apartheid exclusivity, nowadays is
unique in its apparently easy mix of age, race,
gender, religion, wealth status and sexual orientation…is all as it appears?
Mon | MAR 22 | 9:40 pm | TPH
2009 | 45 min | Sport | US

Director: Todd Jones, Steve Jones, Corey
Gavitt

Fri | MAR 19 | 9:30 pm | TPH

Shaped 		

2009 | 57 min | Documentary | US

Director: Walter Georis
-------------------------------------------------This documentary film pays tribute to the men
and women of the surf world that were there
in the 1960s, working in the trenches, creating
and un-knowingly shaping the future of surfing
as we know it today. These influential innovators had no idea at the time how their work
would change the lives of millions.

---------------------------------------------------------

‘Out There’ showcases today’s most progressive
surfing, while considering humankind’s impact
on the world’s oceans, beaches and waves.

Tue | MAR 23 | 9:40 pm | TPH
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2009 | 92 min | Drama | Netherlands

---------------------------------------------------------

‘Re: Session’ takes viewers beyond the traditional ski and snowboard movie into a revolutionary realm of action sports entertainment.

		

Tue | MAR 23 | 3:05 pm | CYC

Director: Francois Verster

---------------------------------------------------------

Out There		

Sun | MAR 21 | 7:45 pm | TPH

Director: Heinrich Dahms
-------------------------------------------------After being fired from his job and kicked out by
his girlfriend, Ed is determined to end his week
by making a night of it and getting trashed. Together with his best buddies he goes out for a
night on the town. A night of ‘Sex, Drugs and
Rock & Roll’ in which Ed discovers that life is
not much fun drunk or sober.
Sat | MAR 20 | 11:10 am | TPH

Re: Session				

2008 | 86 min |Documentary | Netherlands

---------------------------------------------------------

Tue | MAR 23 | 5:15 pm | TPH
		

Mon | MAR 22 | 7:35 pm | TPH

Director: Peter Greenaway
Cast: Martin Freeman, Eva Birthistle, Jodhi
May, Emily Holmes, Jonathan Holmes, Michael
Teigen, Natalie Press

Director: Jef Vingerhoedt
Cast: Dimitri Leue, Marie Vinck

Post!		

2009 | 8 min | Drama | Australia

Director: Qing Xie
Cast: Ferdinand Hoang, Susanna Qian
-------------------------------------------------A young Chinese girl draws her father into a
bloody scenario and a forbidden feast. Intimacy
soon reveals that their relationship is charged
with the ambiguity of sexual attraction.

---------------------------------------------------------

Since 1996 Zhao Liang has filmed the “petitioners”, who come from all over China to make
complaints in Beijing about abuses and injustices committed by the local authorities. Gathered
near the complaints offices, around the southern railway station of Beijing, living in most
cases in makeshift shelters, the complainants
wait for months or years to obtain justice.

Red Water Red		

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Sun | MAR 21 | 5:10 pm | TPH

9th Tiburon International Film Festival | FI LMS |
Solitude			

2008 | 10 min | Animation | Iran

Director: Mehrdad Sheikhan
------------------------------------------------A stone colossus has lived a lonely life on his
barren planet for thousands of years. Worn out
by his solitude, he decides to change his fate.

Wed | MAR 24 | 7:50 pm | TPH

Something’s Gonna Live

2009 | 78 min | Documentary | USA

Director: Daniel Raim
Cast: Robert Boyle, Henry Bumstead, Conrad
Hall, Harold Michelson, Albert Nozaki, Haskell
Wexler

Still Bill			
Director: Aleksandr Alov & Vladimir Naumov
Cast: Duraid Liddawi, Sameer Abu Elassal
-------------------------------------------------Bill Withers soul singer from the late 60s and
early 70s with such hits as “Ain’t No Sunshine,”
“Lean on Me,” “Lovely Day,” and “Just the Two
of Us.” An enigmatic character, the film attempts to breach his code of silence and get
to the heart of how a small town boy from West
Virginia would take the music world by storm
and then, just as easily, mysteriously disappear
into near obscurity.

Strange Events		

Something’s Gonna Live is an intimate portrait
of life, friendship and the movies, as recalled
by some of Hollywood’s greatest cinema artists.

Sun | MAR 21 | 12:50 pm | TPH
2009 | 12 min | Fiction | Germany

Director: Jan Speckenbach
Cast: Johannes Kühn, Filipina Henoch, Ninja
Stangenberg, Michael Golab

Thu | MAR 25 | 4:50 pm | CYC

Sweet Crude			

2009 | 93 min | Documentary | Nigeria/US

---------------------------------------------------------

‘Sweet Crude’ is the story of Nigeria’s Niger
Delta - the human and environmental consequences of 50 years of oil extraction, the history of non-violent protest, and the members
of a new insurgency. Set against a stunning
backdrop of Niger Delta, the film gives voice to
the region’s complex mix of stakeholders and
invites the audience to learn the deeper story.

A man and a woman meet in a bar. They walk
through the night without any reason. At dawn
they separate again. A long take.

Fri | MAR 19 | 3:20 pm | TPH
2009 | 60 min | Documentary | US/UK

Sun | MAR 21 | 7:05 pm | TPH

Tahaan			

Director: Gavin White

Director: Santosh Sivan

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Since 1872, people have gathered at Speakers Corner in Hyde Park (London) to exercise
their rights to free speech in all its forms. This
documentary is a powerful commentary on the
origins and fragility of freedoms of speech, assembly and the nature of democracy in modern
society.

From award-winning director Santosh Sivan is
a stunningly shot, fable-like story set in scenic
but strife-ridden Kashmir. The conflict is used
as a backdrop for the story of an eight-year-old
boy, Tahaan, who tries to gain back his beloved
pet donkey that has been sold along with his
family’s possessions to pay the family debt.
Sat | MAR 20 | 3:20 pm | TPH

Splinters			

2009 | 63 min | Finland | Fiction

Director: Sandy Cioffi

---------------------------------------------------------

Speakers Corner		

Sun | MAR 21 | 7:00 pm | CYC

Director: Kanerva Cederstrom
-------------------------------------------------‘Strange Events’ is a dreamlike journey through
Helsinki. The film’s main characters are a tram,
the citizens on its route and the strange events
that occur along the way. This is a documentary—but of a most unique, whimsical, charming
and truly inventive sort.

---------------------------------------------------------

Sparrows			

2009 | 77 min | Documentary | US

2009 | 105 min | Drama | Poland

Sun | MAR 21 | 11:00 am | TPH

Tears of April			

Director: Corinna Wichmann & Lukas
Schmid

Director: Aku Louhimies
Cast: Pihla Viitala, Samuli Vauramo, Eero Aho

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

A few days in the lives of three young people
in a Polish industrial town cross during one
seemingly ordinary and gray weekend. They
differ from one another in all possible aspects
- economic status, education, and aspirations.

It’s 1918 and the end of Finland’s bloody civil
war. Victorious government-supported Whites
are rounding up and killing the remaining Social Democratic Reds, including women who
fought among their ranks. Private Aaro Harjula
is shocked to witness one such execution. He
decides to personally escort a woman to a
nearby military tribunal where he believes she
will receive a fair trial.

Sat | MAR 20 | 6:45 pm | CYC
Mon | MAR 22 | 3:05 pm | TPH

2008 | 105 min | Children | India

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2008 | 110 min | Drama | Finland

Sat | MAR 20 | 9:50 pm | TPH
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Tell Me I

			

2009 | 15 min | Fiction | Spain

Director: Mateo Gil
-------------------------------------------------HE and SHE meet exactly at the same time they
break up with their own loves. Is it possible for
two strangers to begin a conversation full of recriminations, arguing until they get hoarse, and
passionately reconcile as if they were a couple
in the end?

The Finding			
Director: Alonso Alvarez Barreda
Cast: Alejandro Felipe Flores Lopez, Julio
Cesar Cedillo, Mauricio Garcia Muela
-------------------------------------------------A young Chinese girl draws her father into a
bloody scenario and a forbidden feast. Intimacy
soon reveals that their relationship is charged
with the ambiguity of sexual attraction.

Wed | MAR 24 | 7:00 pm | CYC

Ten				

2008 | 7 min | Experimental | France/UK

Director: Fabrice Le Nezet, Francois Roisin,
Jules Janaud
Cast: Johannes Kühn, Filipina Henoch, Ninja
Stangenberg, Michael Golab

The 40th Door		

Sat | MAR 20 | 3:10 pm | TPH

The Incident at Tower 37		
---------------------------------------------------------

In the middle of a dry, desolate landscape
stands Tower 37: a shimmering water processing station, siphoning every last drop of water
from a once pristine lake. Day in and day out
the station’s lone steward monitors the tower’s
activities, never realizing that Tower 37 is slowly
destroying an entire ecosystem.
Thu | MAR 25 | 5:50 pm | TPH
2009 | 81 min | Drama | Azerbaijan

Director: Elchin Musaoglu

Tue | MAR 23 | 9:40 pm | TPH

The Last Bogatyr			

Rustam who lives in the village with his mother
receives bad news – his father was killed by
Russian mafia. He becomes head of the family and feels the burden on his shoulders. He
moves to the city in search of a job.

Sun | MAR 21 | 11:00 am | TPH
2009 | 6 min | Animation | India

Director: Arjun Rihan

Sun | MAR 21 | 3:10 pm | TPH

The Last Giants - Oceans in Danger
					

Bir, a Hindu boy, is waiting to board a train
from Pakistan to India with his mother, when a
violent turn of events separates them. Lost in
the middle of a communal riot, he must find her
before it is too late...

---------------------------------------------------------

Tue | MAR 23 | 3:40 pm | TPH
2008 | 8 min | Documentary | South Africa

Director: Michael Davie

Ten years ago, Katharina Heyer from Switzerland discovered that there are whales in this
junction between Europe and Africa – and that
these whales show unique behaviors due to
their close coexistence. In order to protect their
habitat, the former fashion designer changed
her life and moved into the region. But her fight
is similar to the battle of David and Goliath.

The Long Night			

Sat | MAR 20 | 11:00 am | TPH
2009 | 94 min | Drama | Syria

Director: Hatem Ali
Cast: Khaled Taja, Amal Arafeh, Najah Safkoni,
Rafik Sbaiee, Basel Kayat
-------------------------------------------------One night, three political prisoners are released
from jail, but a fourth one is not. Waiting for
the day light, the fourth prisoner lives in a long
night; he lives on the hope that this night will
one day eventually come to an end.

---------------------------------------------------------

Shot over four years ‘The Choir’ is about the
music which unites Jabulani Shabangu and a
group of fellow inmates who are battling to survive in South Africa’s biggest prison.

Sat | MAR 20 | 1:15 pm | CYC
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2009 | 90 min
Documentary | Germany

Director: Daniele Grieco
Narrator: Natasha Richardson

---------------------------------------------------------

The Choir			

2009 | 17 min | Drama | US

Director: Sarah Lotfi
-------------------------------------------------Set against the backdrop of The Great Patriotic
War (WWII), story of one man’s journey into war
as a metaphor for the nation’s conflict between
church and state. The war comes to a humble
Russian village the evening of Anton’s wedding
where he finds himself at the front risking all on
a daring attempt to return to his home behind
enemy lines.

---------------------------------------------------------

The Cap				

2009 | 11 min | Animation | US

Director: Chris Perry

---------------------------------------------------------

Marc needs the paving stones on which he
walks to move, for fear of stepping on the lines.
He starts a treatment to overcome his phobia…
The film is an illustration of Marc’s psychological state, progressively focusing on the graphic
and aesthetic representation of his introspection.

2008 | 13 min | Children | Mexico

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Thu | MAR 25 | 9:45 pm | TPH

9th Tiburon International Film Festival | FI LMS |
The Magistical			

2009 | 99 min | Animation | US

2009 | 106 min | Drama | Czech Republic

Director: Nikolai Muellerschoen
Cast: Joseph Fiennes, Lena Headey, Matthias
Schweighöfer, Til Schweiger

Director: Rebecca Jones
------------------------------------------------Once upon a time a guardian was chosen to
watch over all living things. She was called the
Magistical. Hoping to preserve all precious life,
the Magistical created a spell. This spell granted
the last of every type of creature, immortality. However, to one very evil Draken, the spell
would carry a very different meaning than
intended.

---------------------------------------------------------

Sun | MAR 21 | 11:00 am | CYC

The Man Who Bottled Clouds

The Red Baron		

2008 | 108 min | Documentary | Brazil

In Europe, 1916, German aerial combat pilot
Baron Manfred von Richthofen is a legend in
his own time, a hero at home and a man both
feared and respected by the enemy, until the
young pilot falls in love with a beautiful and
resolute nurse who opens his eyes to his role
in the propaganda machine of a senseless and
barbarous war.

The Referee				

Director: Lirio Ferreira

Director: Paolo Zucca

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Bold, vibrant and tropical-colored, this music
documentary playfully paints a portrait of Brazil’s doctor of the Baião, Humberto Teixeira, the
man who innovated and popularized Baião, a
rhythmic rural Northeastern folk music style
that inspired a generation of Latin musicians
and impacted the later Bossa Nova movement.

In the hellish mayhem of a lowest division football match, the destinies of two thieves cross
path.

Thu | MAR 25 | 7:30 pm | TPH

The
Most Secret Place on Earth 		
					

2008 | 78 min
Documentary | Germany/Laos

The Road to Nkunda

2010 | 79 min | Documentary | US/Congo

Director: Douglas Busby

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

After 30 years of conspiracy theories and myth
making, this film uncovers the story of the
CIA’s most extensive clandestine operation in
the history of modern warfare: The Secret War
in Laos, which was conducted alongside the
Vietnam War from 1964 -1973. The film reconstructs the gripping story of the operation
and illustrates its relevance to current American
conflicts.

In the Democratic Republic of Congo, in a region where war has raged for many years,
millions have died, and almost no news ever
comes out of the region. Two filmmakers find
themselves on an unpredictable quest for an
answer. What they are about to experience as
they push forward towards the ultimate prize,
General Nkunda himself.
Sun | MAR 21 | 5:15 pm | CYC
2009 | 9 min | Documentary | US

Director: Vance Malone

2008 | 15 min | Sport | Italy

Sun | MAR 21 | 5:10 pm | TPH

Director: Marc Eberle

The Poodle Trainer		

Thu | MAR 25 | 9:40 pm | TPH

Sat | MAR 20 | 1:05 pm | TPH

The Timekeeper		

2009 | 90 min | Drama | Canada

Director: Louis Bélanger [In Person]
Cast: Roy Dupuis, Craig Olejnik, Stephen
McHattie, Gary Farmer, Julian Richings, Gaston Lepage

---------------------------------------------------------

Irina Markova, a solitary Russian poodle trainer,
reveals her transcendent relationship with her
dogs, the childhood tragedy that sparked a lifetime of working with animals, and the welcome
isolation behind the red velvet curtains of the
circus.

---------------------------------------------------------

Martin with good education and high moral
principles lands a job as a timekeeper on a
Northwest Territories railway construction site.
In this remote camp from where there is no escape, corruption is a way of life.
Wed | MAR 24 | 9:40 pm | TPH
			

The Power of the Powerless
					

2009 | 78 min
Documentary | US/Czech Republic

Director: Cory Taylor

Sun | MAR 21 | 11:00 am | TPH

The Tour		

2008 | 100 min | Comedy | Serbia/Bosnia/Herzegovina

Director: Goran Markovic
Cast: Mira Furlan, Dragan Nikolic, Tihomir
Stanic, Josif Tatic, Jelena Djokic
-------------------------------------------------During the bleakest time of war in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, a group of actors from Belgrade,
utterly unaware of what they’re setting themselves up for, embark on a search for quick
earnings - on a “tour” around the Serbian Krajina.

---------------------------------------------------------

‘The Power of the Powerless’ explores Czechoslovakia’s complex history of struggle against
controlling totalitarian regimes – from the
iron-fisted Stalinist government, through the
vibrant and politically active Prague Spring of
the 1960s, and into the hard-line backlash of
the 1970s.
Tue | MAR 23 | 7:20 pm | TPH

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Thu | MAR 25 | 7:30 pm | TPH
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The Veiled Commodity

2009 | 6 min | Animation | US/Canada

Titón, from Havana to Guantanamera
					

Director: Dickson Chow & Vinh Chung

Director: Marcel Leal

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

“The Veiled Commodity” is a short film that
deals with slavery’s past and present day issues. The film employs various design and
animation techniques to tell a concise history
of slavery and the problems of its present day
counterpart; the trafficking and victimization of
people around the world.

Titón, Tomás Gutiérrez Alea (1928 – 1996),
remarkable filmmaker and one of film history’s paramount names. From his birth in
Havana and up to Guantamera, his last movie,
this documentary broadly traces Titon’s work,
his outlook and vital engagement as reflected
in his own words and in the opinions of family
members and professionals.
Mon | MAR 22 | 10:00 pm | TPH

The Wish Tree		

2009 | 86 min | Comedy | Estonia

Director: Liina Paakspuu [In Person]
Cast: Elina Pähklimägi, Marilyn Jurman, Ago
Soots, Erki Laur, Andres Tabun, Elina Reinold,
Anneli Rahkema, Saima Noor

Mon | MAR 22 | 7:00 pm | CYC

Today is Better than Two Tomorrows
					

Wed | MAR 24 | 7:35 pm | TPH

The Years of Silence			

2009 | 19 min | Drama | Spain

Director: Marcel Leal
Cast: María Ruiz, Pol Fernández

Fri | MAR 19 | 3:00 pm | CYC

Tongue
of the Hidden
			
---------------------------------------------------------

‘Tongue of the Hidden’ is a film based on love
poems from the collected works, or Divan of
Hafez, the fourteenth-century Persian metaphysical poet from Shiraz, whose work is accepted as expressing some of the central ideas
of Sufism, the mystical aspect of Islam.

In the middle of the Spanish post-war period,
a low murmur catches the attention of a little
boy, who looks for his mother to find her looking
anxiously at the window. Adults uncomfortably
tell him that the strange sound must be from a
distant storm, but he will soon find out the truth
behind it, changing his life forever.
Tue | MAR 23 | 7:20 pm | TPH

Third Person Singular Number		
					

2009 | 123 min
Documentary | Bangladesh

Director: Mostofa Sarwar Farooki
Cast: Nusrat I Tisha, Mosharof Karim, Topu

Sat | MAR 20 | 3:30 pm | TPH

Tripoli, Quiet 		

2009 | 15 min | Children | Lebanon/US

Director: Rania Attieh & Daniel Garcia
-------------------------------------------------Only a few hours into his shift, a cab driver in
Tripoli, Lebanon finds a lone boy sitting in the
backseat of his car. The boy’s peculiar silence
forces the cabbie to deal with his most unique
passenger yet.

---------------------------------------------------------

Ruba is a modern, educated and free-spirited
young woman, like a growing number of middle
class women in Dhaka. She gives no thought
to the judgments that people pass on her or her
relationship. She must face what it truly means
to be an independent woman in a conservative
Muslim society.
Wed | MAR 24 | 3:40 pm | TPH
2008 | 14 min | Documentary | México

Director: Hatuey Viveros
Cast: Francisco Zúñiga, Fernando Acosta,
María Zúñiga. Kevin Zúñiga
-------------------------------------------------Chico a 60-year-old man loses his wife in an
accident while they were fishing. Since then he
walks on the beach looking for a trace of her,
recollecting and accumulating different objects
that the ocean throws out.
Sat | MAR 20 | 11:00 am | TPH
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2008 | 8 min | Documentary | UK/Iran

Director: David Anderson

---------------------------------------------------------

Tide				

2009 | 85 min
Documentary | Ireland/Laos

Director: Anna Rodgers
-------------------------------------------------Story of friendship between two boys, who
leave home at age eleven to become novice
monks. Gently unfolding like a Buddhist fable,
this intimate and meditative film takes us on a
journey down the Mekong into a world caught
between Eastern wishlessness and Western
dreams.

---------------------------------------------------------

‘The Wish Tree’ is a darkly humored, visually
stylized contemporary drama, which tells the
story of an inexperienced, but a very determined village girl’s search for independence
in a big city. Fighting against unimaginable
obstacles, Liina finally finds something, which
allows her to go on.

2008 | 93 min
Documentary | Spain/Cuba

Sat | MAR 20 | 11:00 am | CYC

True Adolescents			
Director: Craig Johnson
Cast: Bret Loehr Carr Thompson, Mark
Duplass, Linas Philips
-------------------------------------------------Meet Sam Bryant. He’s an aging Seattle rocker
with no job, no record deal, and no place to stay
but with his aunt. He’s the last guy you’d pick to
take two teens camping for some quality dude
time. But everyone gets lost in the woods. Now
Sam has to get everyone home in one piece. It’s
a fast and funny coming of age story.

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2009 | 88 min | Fiction | US

Sat | MAR 20 | 1:20 pm | TPH

9th Tiburon International Film Festival | FI LMS |
True Beauty This Night		

2009 | 10 min | Comedy | US

Velma					

Director: Peter Besson
Cast: Dustin Seavey, Meegan Michelle, Joey
Wells

Director: Piero Tomaselli [In Person]
Cast: Joseph Fiennes, Lena Headey, Matthias
Schweighöfer, Til Schweiger

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Rhett Somers meets the love of his life. The
only thing left to do is convince her that she’s
the one. Not an easy feat considering how they
met.

The “Captain”, a sailor with a controversial past,
lives alone in a remote hut in a lagoon nearby
Venice. His only relationships with the community of fishermen are Manuel, a boy and Giona.
The mysterious finding of a young girl (Velma)
entangled in a net on the shore and the difficult relationship that begins between the two is
about to change the life of the Captain.

Sat | MAR 20 | 1:20 pm | TPH

Tungijuq				

2009 | 7 min | Fiction | Canada

---------------------------------------------------------

A thought-provoking meditation on the sealhunt and what it means to the traditional way
of life for the Inuit.

Virtuoso: The Olga Samaroff Story 2009 | 61 min | Documentary | US

Tue | MAR 23 | 7:25 pm | TPH

Sun | MAR 21 | 3:40 pm | TPH
2008 | 24 min | Animation | UK

Visit China				

---------------------------------------------------------

In the face of overwhelming urbanization, indifference and recklessness, a small creature
struggles to preserve a remnant of the peace
he once knew. His selfless acts of love plant
the seeds of change that will ultimately prove
the salvation of his world. But at what cost to
himself...

Sat | MAR 20 | 7:50 pm | TPH

Mon | MAR 22 | 5:25 pm | CYC
2008 | 91 min | Documentary | Ecuador

Voice on the Line			

2010 | 7 min | Animation | US

Director: Kelly Sears

Director: Malcolm Rogge
-------------------------------------------------‘Under Rich Earth’ is a story about ordinary
people with extraordinary courage. In a remote
mountain valley in Ecuador, coffee and sugarcane farmers face the dismal prospect of being
forced off their land to make way for a mining
project. Unprotected by the police and ignored
by their government, they prepare to face down
the invaders on their own.

---------------------------------------------------------

The era of nuclear anxiety, the Red scare, and
covert CIA plots forever changed the way we
engage with the telephone.

Sun | MAR 21 | 5:15 pm | CYC

Mon | MAR 22 | 10:00 pm | TPH

Up to the Sky			

2009 | 12 min | Short | US

Director: Anthony Samangy
Cast: Mira Furlan, Dragan Nikolic, Tihomir
Stanic, Josif Tatic, Jelena Djokic
-------------------------------------------------Visit China explores American Consumerism
through visual depictions of the loss of Industry
in Cleveland, Ohio and its subsequent effect on
our global, social and individual states.

Director: Marc Craste

Under Rich Earth		

Mon | MAR 22 | 7:30 pm | TPH

Director: Donna Kline [In Person]
-------------------------------------------------A documentary about the life and time of Texasborn Lucy Hickenlooper, who despite the odds
reinvented herself as Olga Samaroff and became one of America’s first and perhaps most
famous female concert pianists.

Director: Felix Lajeunesse & Paul Raphael
Cast: Tanya Tagaq

Varmints				
				

2009 | 92 min | Drama | Italy

2009 | 78 min | Documentary | Germany

Director: Sabine Pollmeier & Joachim Haupt

Waiting for Women		

2009 | 30 min | Documentary | UK/Spain

Director: Estephan Wagner
-------------------------------------------------In the remote Spanish village of ‘Riofrio’ most
women have left. Only men remain without the
slightest possibility of finding a relationship. Not
bearing the disasterous situation any longer,
they organize a busload of single women to
come from Madrid into their loneliness. Their
ideal aim is to fall in love!

---------------------------------------------------------

This is architecture for the 21st century. The
film presents three of the latest and outstanding skyscrapers in New York, Malmö and Barcelona that have set new standards in world
architecture. Playful, sculptural and exciting
– what used to be an abstract sculpture in a
museum, today is rising up hundreds of meters
into the sky.
Wed | MAR 24 | 6:10 pm | TPH

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

Wed | MAR 24 | 3:50 pm | TPH
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Warrior Champions		

2009 | 80 min | Documentary | US

Director: Brent Renaud & Craig Renaud
-------------------------------------------------The emotional and inspiring story of a group of
severely wounded American Soldiers, as they
fight to turn nightmares of war into Olympic
dreams. Warrior Champions is a coming home
story of struggle and triumph that challenges
every notion of what it means to be disabled.

---------------------------------------------------------

2009 | 76 min
Documentary | Korea/Czech Republic

Welcome
to North Korea		
				
Director: Linda Jablonska
Cast: Roy Dupuis, Craig Olejnik, Stephen
McHattie, Gary Farmer, Julian Richings, Gaston Lepage

Sun | MAR 21 | 3:10 pm | TPH

When
the Lemons Turned Yellow
			

2009 | 77 min | Drama | Iran

Director: Mohammad Reza Vatandoost
[In Person]

For the Tubu people, living in the Sahara desert
is both harsh and very simple. Men and women
have clearly defined roles. The men are camel
breeders, the women are tied to the home. For
anything a woman wants to do, she needs her
husband’s permission. For the women, this
condition would be unbearable if it wasn’t for
the annual caravan that takes them on a 1500
kilometer journey on foot across the desert to
collect dates.

Tue | MAR 23 | 5:25 pm | TPH

Wings
of Silver: The Vi Cowden Story
					

2010 | 34 min
Documentary | USA

---------------------------------------------------------

Wed | MAR 24 | 7:50 pm | TPH
2009 | 52 min | Documentary | Germany

When the country needed every man, she
answered the call. They weren’t formally recognized, received no military benefits – many
Americans don’t even know that they exist –
yet today, women’s place in this country might
be very different if Vi Cowden, and the 1,073
other women like her, hadn’t been willing to do
the job they did. And they did it because their
country needed them.

Wisdom			

Tue | MAR 23 | 7:25 pm | TPH
2008 | 57 min | Documentary | USA

Director: Andrew Zuckerman
Cast: Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Clint Eastwood, Judi Dench, Robert Redford, Vanessa
Redgrave...

Director: Stefan Pannen & Hanna Leissner
-------------------------------------------------In the minds of the older generation, the Berlin
Wall may still be present – stubbornly held onto
or faintly recalled. Yet for the younger generations and the millions of visitors searching the
capital of the unified Deutschland each year,
the Berlin Wall is simply an object that has vanished without trace. So: Where is the Wall?

---------------------------------------------------------

Mon | MAR 22 | 5:25 pm | CYC
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2009 | 90 min | Documentary | South Africa

Director: Mark Bonn & Christine Bonn

---------------------------------------------------------

Director: Laurent Frapat
Cast: Animals from Savannah
-------------------------------------------------‘Wild Opera’ is the world’s first wildlife film,
set entirely to classical music – in the style of
Disney’s animated classic Fantasia. The setting
and storyline – the great Serengeti migration
– are established with just a few sentences
introducing the film. Classical music is carefully blended with the natural sounds of the
savannah (ambient sound, animal noises, foley
effects).

Winds of Sand		

Sun | MAR 21 | 1:10 pm | TPH

---------------------------------------------------------

The film follows twenty-seven Czechs on a tour
of North Korea, a country which cultivates a cult
of personality, maintains concentration camps
for its citizens and doesn’t hide its development
of nuclear weapons.

Wild Opera			

Father John, a Catholic priest on the island of
Tinos, stumbles upon the will of father Jean
Meslier on the Internet. Father Jean Meslier,
who was born in 1664 and died in 1729, is the
first atheist Catholic priest. The history of atheism starts with him.

Director: Nathalie Borgers

---------------------------------------------------------

Where is the Wall?		

2009 | 100 min | Drama | Greece

Director: Dimitris Kollatos
Cast: Marina Korelli, Alexandros Kollatos, Tasso
Kavadia, Despina Tomazani, Angeliki Antonopoulou, Dimitra Haritopoulou, Dimitris Kollatos, Panos Nikolaidis, Yorgos Kontstantinou

Sun | MAR 21 | 1:05 pm | TPH

The engagement of Shahrbanoo and Shahram
is interrupted by the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq
war. They both are physicians and volunteer
to serve at the front. One day, Shahrbanoo
goes missing in action. When the war ends,
the POWs are repatriated and Shahrbanoo is
among them. She returns to new political, domestic and sentimental realities...

Will of Father Jean Meslier

2009 | 75 min | Documentary | France

Sun | MAR 21 | 3:40 pm | TPH

Inspired by the idea that one of the greatest
gifts one generation can pass to another is the
wisdom it has gained from experience, the Wisdom project, produced with cooperation from
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, seeks to create a
record of a multicultural group of people who
have all made their mark on the world.

You Will Be Mine		

Thu | MAR 25 | 5:50 pm | TPH
2009 | 96 min | Drama | France

Director: Sophie Laloy
Cast: Judith David, Isild le Besco, Johan Libereau,
Édith Scob, Fabienne Babe, Marc Chapiteau
-------------------------------------------------Marie leaves her family and moves to Lyon to
study piano at the conservatory there. For economic reasons, she shares her apartment with
Emma, a childhood friend, who has lived alone
since her father’s death and being abandoned
by her mother. Marie submits to the rules and
regulations imposed by her roommate which
become ever more oppressive as time goes by. Thu | MAR 25 | 6:10 pm | TPH

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Zanzibar Music Club		

2009 | 85 min | Documentary | France

Director: Philippe Gasnier & Patrice Nezan
Music by: Zein l’Abdin, Makame Faki, Bi
Kidude, Amina & Culture Musical Club
-------------------------------------------------Zanzibar Music Club is an invitation to explore
a Muslim culture where traditions are transmitted through music; to go deep into a reality
where music is the social link par excellence;
to discover a world fed with Arabic tones, Latin
rhythms, Indian melodies and African drums.

TICKETS
ON SALE NOW!

--------------------------------------Call: 415.789.8854
or visit: www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
(See page 25 for details)
Tue | MAR 23 | 6:50 pm | CYC

Special Programs Overview						
Short Program #1

Marin Filmmakers

Friday, March 19 @ 3:30 PM
Tiburon Playhouse Theater
----------------------------------------Birdland
City of Noise
Waterfront Access
Love does grow on trees
Journey form Pinsk
Lone Wolf
Beans
Killer
The Mistake
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Monday, March 22 @ 07:00 PM
Wednesday, March 24 @ 03:35 PM
Tiburon Playhouse Theater
---------------------------------Shaped
Mrs. Menendez
The Faeries of Farthingale
Virtuoso: The Olga Samaroff Story
Trip to Hell and Back
Faces Overlooked
At the Epicenter of the Epidemic
If looks Could Kill

Short Program #2

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Friday, March 19 @ 3:20 PM
Tiburon Playhouse Theater
--------------------------------Wagah
Milk and Chocolate
Metropolis Ferry
Danse Macabre
Sparrows
Ana’s Playground
-------------------------------------------------------------------

World of Animation
Tuesday, March 23 @ 9:45 PM
Tiburon Playhouse Theater
--------------------------------Clouds, Hands
Duck Crossing
El Salon Mexico
The Offering
Gideon the Great: The Flying Ace
Horn Dog
In August
Jelly Fish
Lightheaded
Saloon
Shuttle T-42
Unbelievable 4

Seniors Shorts Program
Friday, March 19, 2010 @ 05:15 PM
Tiburon Playhouse Theater
--------------------------------The Bake Shop Ghost
Seeds of the Fall
Mama, to Life
The Toes
Soul Walking
Carpet Kingdom
All Directions
Oranges
Rain Crowd
Peter in Radioland

-------------------------------------------------------------------

For more information visit:
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Short Program 1											
Friday | March 19 | 2010 | 3:30 PM at Tiburon Playhouse Theater

Birdland

2009 | 7 min | Music Video | Germany

Director: Jimmy Grassiant
Cast: Sarah Alles, Patrick Heyn, Roberto
Martinez
A girl and a man - a duel and a duet. The girl
with the saxophone has a dream: She wants
to become a star, she wants the big show and
the big breakthrough. But there’s this special
guy with the saxophone getting in Sophie’s way,
again and again. Who will win, who will lose?

---------------------------------------------------------

A boy named Saahil who lost his father in childhood when mistaken as a terrorist grows up
keeping one thing in mind, revenge. As time
passes, Saahil starts liking a free-spoken girl
from his class. He gradually becomes part of a
terrorist group.
2008 | 5 min | Canada | Music Video

Director: Mitch Barany
Cast: Trevor Campbell, Garrett McClure, Dean
Martin
-------------------------------------------------Follow a man as he competes against different
realities of himself for a magic treasure chest.
The Summerlads ’City of Noise’ music video
takes you through a maze of rooms and crosses
portals that bridge space and time.

Killer		

‘Waterfront Access?’ is an experimental film
that connects a group of people from the City
to the Brooklyn shore. As the dance evolves
through various landscapes, life and colors
arise, unveiling a message at each location:
Just - One - Person - Can - Create - Peace And - Change - The - World.

2009 | 15 min | Fiction | Spain

2008 | 11 min | Fiction | US

Director: Bevan Walsh
Cast: Luke Ward-Wilkinson, El Krajewski, Tom
Brooke

Journey from Pinsk 		

‘Journey from Pinsk’ is a depiction of the
film maker’s fragmented memories about
her mother who grew up in the World War II
ravaged district of Pinsk in Belarus. The train
journey operates as a metaphor for life. These
mixed memories of family heritage are an unconscious accumulation of inherited images.

2008 | 5 min | | Documentary | USA

TICKETS
ON SALE NOW!

--------------------------------------Call: 415.789.8854
or visit: www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
(See page 25 for details)
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2009 | 9 min | Drama | Australia

--------------------------------------------------

‘Love Does Grow on Trees’ is a coming of
age comedy about a teenage boy whose life
is thrown into chaos when he discovers adult
magazines, girls and the embarrassment that
goes with both. It’s a sweet, nostalgic story of
lust, guilt and ultimately - first love.

On July 8th 2005, blogger and activist Josh
Wolf filmed an anti G8 protest in San Francisco’s Mission district. Josh was subpoenaed by
a federal grand jury requesting that he turn over
his complete, raw and unedited video footage.
Josh refused to be the government’s informant
and was jailed for 226 days.

2009 | 6 min | Animation | Canada

Director: Magda Booth
Cast: Valerie Benoist

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Beans			
Director: Marly Reed
-------------------------------------------------While out grocery shopping with her mother,
Charlie is given a coin to the candy machine
and gets her very own handful of colorful jellybeans. She sits and happily munches away until
there is only one bean left - the black jellybean!
Not wanting to eat it, but not wanting to throw it
away either, Charlie tries to find another use for
the black jellybean.

Ten years ago, the 4th world war finished and
the social and political order established. Cities were converted into states. The corrupted
authorities became puppets of the Mafia who
took possession of the streets and the power.

Director: Jason Sussberg

2009 | 10 min | Music/Dance | US

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Lone Wolf			

Waterfront Access?		
Director: Floanne Ankah

Director: Nacho Carballo
Cast: Carlos Bardem, Pilar Bardem, Sancho
Gracia, Fernando GuillEn Cuervo, Beatriz Rico,
FElix Corcuera, Alejandro Arestegui y Juan JosE
Plans

Love Does Grow on Trees 		

2009 | 13 min | Fiction | India

Director: Harsh Vardhan Singh &
Mohammed Afzal Khan
Cast: Afzal Khan, Sudeshna Dutta Chowdhury,
Indus Nawani

--------------------------------------------------------

City of Noise

The Mistake				

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Short Program 2
Friday | March 19 | 3:20 pm | at Tiburon Playhouse Theater

Ana’s Playground

2009 | 18 min | Drama | USA

Director: Yifat Kedar
Cast: Krystof Hadek, Lukas Langmajer, Tereza
Voriskova
Ana’s Playground depicts just another day for
children surrounded by armed conflict. When
Ana is forced into a sniper zone to retrieve a
soccer ball, she finds herself in a game of catand-mouse with a mysterious shooter.

---------------------------------------------------------

David returns from a trip to Morocco with his
brothers. At the border with Spain an incident
occurs and he decides to take part.

2009 | 14 min | Documentary | India

Director: Raja Dey

Milk and Chocolate		

2009 | 20 min | Children | Turkey

Director: Senem Tuzen
Cast: Aysel Gedik, Mihriman Özdemir, Emine
Aksoy, Fatma Doygun, Fatma Sabanlı, Ahmet
Açıkel

---------------------------------------------------------

You may wonder about these people who meticulously sweep the drains in front of goldsmith’s and shops that sell the precious metal/
ornaments. They are the gold hunters, at their
work day in and day out trying to distill gold
from the dirt in front of the shops. But it is a profession and not all are permitted to do it. This
film tries to document these people at work.

I’ll Tell On You!			

2009 | 16 min| Drama | Spain

Director: Andrew Betzer
Cast: Sergio Peris-Mencheta, Olaya Martín,
Pepe Lorente, Ahmed Younoussi, Xabier Martínez Murua

---------------------------------------------------------

Gold Rush			

Metropolis Ferry 		

--------------------------------------------------

In her dream her father is there caressing her
hair. She wakes to a hard day. Her mother’s milk
has dried up and her young brother is sick. She
needs to go fetch some milk.

2009 | 20 min | Fiction | Italy

Director: Marco Gianfreda
Cast: John Waters, Buck Henry, Guy Maddin,
Todd Haynes, Wayne Wang

Wagah		

2009 | 13 min | Documentary | India/Pakistan

Director: Supriyo Sen
---------------------------------------------------------

Each year the only border crossing between
India and Pakistan becomes the sight of an extraordinary event. Thousands of people gather
to witness the ritual closing of the border, after
which the masses get as close as possible to
the gate to greet their former neighbors. What
do the terms separation, home and proximity
mean to the people on both sides?

---------------------------------------------------------

Bruno 12 years old, would like to be friend of
Luca (25), the boyfriend of his sister Claudia,
but Luca doesn’t even see him. When Bruno
catches him talking with another girl, he sees
the chance to reach his goal.

Ticket Sales and Information:
Regular Admission $10

All Access Pass $500

Seniors (60 & over) $7

Experience everything the full 9 days of the TIFF has to offer including access
to all films, parties, other special events and the Filmmakers’ Lounge

Children (12 & under) $7
Students (with I.D.) $7

Film Fast Pass $250
Get access to all films, all week, for one low price!

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

Call 415.789.8854 or visit www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
Venues:
Tiburon Playhouse Theater (TPH) 40 main Street, Tiburon, A 94920
Corinthian Yacht Club (CYC) 43 Main Street, Tiburon, CA 94920

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Spotlight on Turkish Cinema						
Sponsored by the Turkish Cultural Foundation

A Step Into the Darkness

2009 | 110 min | Drama | Turkey

Director: Atil Inac
Cast: Genç, Selen Uçer, Serdal Genç, Serkan
Genç, Rana Cabbar, Selim Bayraktar, Nalan
Kuruçim, Ken Dakan, Özgür Kartal
------------------------------------------------An entire village in northern Iraq is wiped out
when misinformed and panicked American
soldiers stage a nighttime raid there. Cennet, a
young Turkmen girl the only survivor of the raid,
has no choice but to set out for Kirkuk in search
of her older brother, a barber named Azim.

Milk and Chocolate		

Sat | MAR 20 | 7:20 pm | TPH
2009 | 20 min | Children | Turkey

Director: Senem Tuzen
Cast: Aysel Gedik, Mihriman Özdemir, Emine
Aksoy, Fatma Doygun, Fatma Sabanlı, Ahmet
Açıkel

Muezzin

Director: Sebastian Brameshuber
------------------------------------------------Since the time of the Prophet Mohammed,
faithful Muslims have heeded the muezzin’s call
to prayer five times a day. A more recent phenomenon is the Turkish call to prayer contests.
Each year the country’s muezzins compete, and
their powerful expressivity proves that muezzins
are a special kind of artists.
Tue | MAR 23 | 3:40 pm | TPH

Director: Reha Erdem
Cast: Elit Iscan, Erdal Besikçioglu, Levend
Yılmaz, Banu Fotocan, Handan Karaadam,
Nebil Sayın
------------------------------------------------Hayat, her father and bedridden grand father
live in a riverside shack near the dangerously
dark but breathtakingly beautiful waters of the
Bosphorus. Hayat’s father owns a small boat
that secures the family’s survival. Beyond the
motion and romance of the water, Hayat’s life
is harsh and unrelenting.

The Last Season: Shawaks		

Sun | MAR 21 | 9:35 pm | TPH

2009 | 80 min | Documentary | Turkey/Austria

My Only Sunshine 		

Director: Atalay Tasdiken
Cast: Elif Bulbul, Mehmet Bulbul, Mete Donmezer, Mustafa Uzunyilmaz, Mehmet Usta
-------------------------------------------------Can a boy of nine be a big brother, a father, a
mother and a luminary all at once? For young
Ayse, the answer is yes. In fact, as far as she’s
concerned, her big brother Ahmet is afraid of
nothing at all. But the truth is, Ahmet is a child
too; and he too has his fears. Equally, it’s impossible for him to know everything.

2009 | 105 min |Children | Turkey

Sat | MAR 20 | 11:00 am | CYC
2009 | 92 min | Drama | Turkey

Director: Kazim Oz
Cast: Aga Erel, Emine Erel, Ayse Erel, Osman
Erel, Simar Erel, Rabia Erel, Yeter Ilki, Dilara
Erel
-------------------------------------------------This is a documentary without narration in
which filmmaker Kazim Öz depicts a year in
the life of members of the nomadic Shawak
community who live in the villages of Emigezek
and Pertek near Tunceli in Eastern Turkey.

--------------------------------------------------

In her dream her father is there caressing her
hair. She wakes to a hard day. Her mother’s milk
has dried up and her young brother is sick. She
needs to go fetch some milk. This is the story
of Emine, set somewhere between a village and
a town, herself between childhood and womanhood.

The Bogeyman		

2008 | 124 min | Drama | Turkey

Thu | MAR 25 | 7:50 pm | TPH

The One Note Man			
Director: Daghan Celayir
Cast: Sehsuvar Aktas, Sanme Oge, Naci Ozguc
-------------------------------------------------“The One Note Man” is a fragment of life of
a percussionist who always plays at the very
end of the symphonic orchestra without being
noticed and appreciated by the others. The percussionist has only one note to play with his
cymbals and he tries to get the attention of a
woman among the audience with his one note
music.

Two Lines
		

				

2008 | 14 min | Fiction | Turkey

Sun | MAR 21 | 7:00 pm | CYC
2008 | 93 min | Drama | Turkey

Director: Selim Evci
Cast: Gülçin Santırcıoglu, Kaan Keskin
---------------------------------------------------------

Mert and Selin live two lives. Mert uses his days
to photograph incidental passers-by, while Selin
is a withdrawn businesswoman. But slowly the
outside world crowds in on them. They decide
to take the important step of entering the world,
daring to go on a car trip to the south.
Sat | MAR 20 | 9:50 pm | TPH

Thu | MAR 25 | 9:30 pm | TPH

THE WORLD COMES TO TIBURON MARCH 18 -- 26, 2010
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World of Animation
Tuesday | March 23 | 9:45 pm | at Tiburon Playhouse Theater

Clouds, Hands		

2009 | 9 min | Animation | France

Director: Simone Massi
I watch the hands of my father, the clouds of my
mother; I see the passing of Time that colors us
with the yellow of flower.

		

2008 | 5 min | Documentary | US

Director: Mike Dacko
An explosive comet crashes to the surface of
a candle planet igniting a rhythmic flame. The
ground gives birth to emerging wax creatures
that instinctively begin a tribal dance. They circle
the flame until a second comet draws them from
their home.
5 minutes | Animation | US

2009 | 6 min | Animation | US

In August		

2008 | 15 min | Animation | Colombia

Director: Andres Barrientos & Carlos Andres
Reyes

Director: Steven Subotnick
-------------------------------------------------A family of mole-like creatures rely on the generosity of jellyfish.

---------------------------------------------------------

In a city transformed by a diluvian cataclysm in
the distant future, a young indigenous shaman
woman’s vision is strangely related to a similar
vision of an old man’s deceased wife across a
vast span of time. In their visions the world’s
future shall be revealed.
2008 | 4 min | Animation | US

Director: Sukwon Shin
-------------------------------------------------‘Unbelievable 4’ is a 3D computer animated
short film that combines stylistic elements of an
MTV music video with political satire.

Director: Michael Zachary Huber
------------------------------------------------The modern era of computer animation meets
an ancient tale of seduction. Is there anything
that is not immune to a woman’s powers, even
golden statues?

2009 | 3 min | Animation | Canada

A cowboy tries to impress his prospective lady
by riding a mechanical bull.

‘Horn Dog’ is the fourth film in the famed Oscar® nominated “dog” series. Here are more
misadventures from our plucky canine, as he
fends off an obese dog, attacking oysters, and
a wayward killer violin bow, while trying to win
the love of his heart’s desire.

The Offering				

Saloon			
---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Unbelievable 4			

2009 | 3 minutes | Animation | US

Director: Thiago Martins

Director: Bill Plympton

Jelly Fishers 				

Shuttle T-42			
Director: Joon Hyung Kim
----------------------------------------------------------------‘Shuttle T-42’ crash lands on an unknown planet leaving young Jay and his mother stranded.
While trying to help his mother, Jay’s good intentions turn bad and throw the two into further
irreversible danger.

---------------------------------------------------------

Horn Dog

2009 |12 minutes | Animation | US/Mexico

Director: Paul Glickman
------------------------------------------------This fantasy animation, set in an old Mexico
of the imagination and woven into the musical composition by Aaron Copland, El Salon
Mexico, spins the story of Antonito, who sneaks
out of the house one night along with his burro
and rooster to see a fiesta for the very first time.

--------------------------------------------------------

Lightheaded

El Salon Mexico

Duck Crossing

2009 | 12 min | Fiction | Spain

Director: Ramtin Lavafipour
Cast: Hedayat Hashemi, Omid Abdollahi,
Mahnaz Talandeh
---------------------------------------------------------

Suddenly, ducks cross the screen.

2009 | 9 min | Animation | US

Gideon the Great: The Flying Ace 2009 | 7 min | Animation | US/Cuba
Director: Andy Collen
Cast: Dean Paris, Jude Reff, Carrie Bugbee
-------------------------------------------------Through the mind of a young boy, “Gideon”, we
will be reminded of the importance of daydreaming. The viewer is taken to a place and time that
can only exists within the world of imagination.

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Seniors Shorts Program								
Friday | March 19 | 05:15 PM at Tiburon Playhouse Theater

Carpet Kingdom

2008 | 17 | min | Fiction | US

Director: Michael Rochford
Cast: Levi Holloway, Anne Sonneville, Janice
O’Neill, Tommy LaFitte
Love. Death. Carpet. When a Carpet Store Baron dies, his nephew, a young Carpet Salesman,
struggles to reconcile the family’s desire for a
respectable funeral with his eccentric uncle’s
final wishes.

2009 | 10 min | UK

---------------------------------------------------------

While the rest of the world has gradually gone
digital, 63-year-old Peter still clings to the good,
old-fashioned analogue signal. After a long life
in the service of radio, he is not very impressed
by the development, and he merely utters a
sigh of defeat when the Skype connection to his
children abroad gets cut off again - and again.

2009 | 11 minutes | Belgium | Drama

Director: Jef Vingerhoedt
Cast: Bob De Moor, Michel Van Dousselaere,
Robrecht Vanden Thoren, Titus De Voogdt

2009 | 17 min | Fiction | USA

Based on a best-selling and much-loved short
story by Jacqueline Ogburn, this film tells the
story of the talented but reclusive baker Miss
Cora Lee Merriweather, who runs the best bake
shop in town until her passing leaves it empty.

A man who’s about sixty is walking along one
of his native town’s streets. Youth memories are
being called back to his mind by the late afternoon’s heat and summer light. When he was
young he used to see a girl he fell in love with.

2009 | 2 min | Animation | Canada

The Toes			

2008 | 12 min | Fiction | Belgium

Director: Laurent Denis
Cast: André Simon, Didier Colfs, Micheline
Goethals
-------------------------------------------------Arthur lives alone in a little room of an old people’s home. His days are exclusively synchronized by the visits of Julie, the nurse. No one
else ever come visit him. Therefore, when Julie
tells him about the visit of Bernard, Arthur gets
dressed as for a wedding.

---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

		

A granny, trying to make her way home on a
rainy day, finds her path blocked by a crowd of
umbrella-wielding businessmen.

Director: Lorette Bayle
Cast: Katheryn Joosten, Marianne Jean
Baptiste

Director: Matteo Galante
Cast: Robert Boyle, Henry Bumstead, Conrad
Hall, Harold Michelson, Albert Nozaki, Haskell
Wexler

Rain Crowd

---------------------------------------------------------

Armand and Eddy, once best friends, always together, fighting against the establishment, have
lost all contact. Then one day, 35 years later,
Armand suddenly appears again, and the two
friends decide to go for a ride on their motorcycle,
‘like in the old days’.

Soul Walking				

2009 | 6 min | Documentary | Germany

Director: Ju Li Khaw

---------------------------------------------------------

The Bake Shop Ghost		

Mama, To Life!		
Director: Anne Milne
-------------------------------------------------The lively and humorous characters share both
the light-hearted antics of daily life and the
tears and memories of the Holocaust. With faith
and humor, they accept their fate and never
gives up hope.

Director: Johanna Wagner

All Directions 			

2008 | 7 min | Palestine

Director: Maha Assal
Cast: Duraid Liddawi, Sameer Abu Elassal
-------------------------------------------------Every morning a young man passes by his
neighbor’s orange tree and grabs a couple of
oranges to eat or squeeze into juice. In parallel, his neighbor, watches the young man steal
away his oranges, and never stirs an inch. This
continues on for a number of days until he decides to take action.

--------------------------------------------------------

Peter in Radioland			

Oranges

2008 | 10 min | Drama | Italy

Seeds of the Fall		

2009 | 17 min | Comedy | Sweden

Director: Patrik Eklund
Cast: Jacob Nordenson, Anki Larsson, Daniel
Rudstedt, Camilla Larsson, Svante Gru

---------------------------------------------------------

Middle-aged couple Rolf and Eva live in a passionless relationship. They wear and tear at
each other and Eva begins to feel sexually frustrated. One night she tries to seduce Rolf. He
dismisses her but then something happens that
will change their relationship forever.

Visit WWW.TIBURONFILMFESTIVAL.COM for more information
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Marin Filmmakers

							

Monday | March 22 | 7:00 PM & Wednesday | March 24 | 3:35 PM at Tiburon Playhouse Theater

At the Epicenter of the Epidemic

2009 | 12 min | Documentary | US

Director: Jon Wells
In 1999 two Marin County doctors, Denise
Main, MD and Elliott Main, MD, traveled to
Honduras; they encountered Siempre Unidos, a
self-help group for people who were about to
die from untreated AIDS. This film documents
the work of the Mains and others to fight the
epidemic.

		

2009 | 45 min | Documentary | US

Director: Nacho Carballo
Cast: CErik Menendez, Tammi Menendez

---------------------------------------------------------

Faces Overlooked

Mrs. Menendez

---------------------------------------------------------

For some ten years since her prison wedding,
Tammi Menendez has known a difficult life with
Erik Menendez, who with his brother Lyle was
convicted of brutally killing his parents in 1989.
Few women understand what it’s really like to
be married to a murderer, let alone an infamous
one who most likely will never be a free man.

11 minutes | Documentary | US

Director: Wolfgang Ettlich

2009 | 10 min | Children | US

Director: Melinda Darlington-Bach
Cast: Jessica Cohen, Kimberley Michelle, Zoe
Beena Lucich

---------------------------------------------------------

’Faces Overlooked’ exposes the epidemic
of hunger affecting one of the most unlikely
places in the country. Marin County, in the Bay
Area, is the wealthiest in California; however,
over 28,000 residents live with food insecurity.
The people who provide services to the affluent often fall short in meeting their own needs.
This film sheds light on those who are painfully
overlooked.

If Looks Could Kill				

The Faeries of Farthingale		

---------------------------------------------------------

Join Fiona Farthingale as she returns home
to the remote English countryside, far from
the bustling city of 1917 London. Her life is
enriched as she stumbles upon the magical
secret from her mother’s childhood, living right
in her garden. Experience her journey of discovery in the enchanted land of the Faeries of
Farthingale...
2009 | 4 min | US

Director: Jordan Livingston
Cast: Alexis Hutt, Jayson Martinovich, Nick
Mavrakis

Trip to Hell and Back		

2008 | 30 min | Documentary | US

Director: Stu Maddux
-------------------------------------------------World-renowned horse rider Trip Harting
juggles his very public life of horse riding with
his secret, crazed life of using and selling huge
amounts of methamphetamine. He becomes
one of the largest dealers in the Washington
DC area. DEA agents finally bust him. Now
struggling to keep even more secrets to save
his career and life.

---------------------------------------------------------

In the style of 80s / 90s MTV, this over-thetop pop music video features hilarious dance,
animation, and comedic story combined to
produce a nostalgic throwback with state of the
art, modern flare. Promotional video made for
hit single ‘If Looks Could Kill’ by San Francisco
phenomenon Music For Animals.

Panel Discussion:
Screenwriters & Screenwriting
SUNDAY | MARCH 21 | 1:00 PM
FREE ADMISSION
WATERS EDGE HOTEL (25 Main Street, Tiburon)
--------------------------------------------------------------With Jeff Arch, screenwriter for Sleepless in Seattle,
nominated for two Oscars and two Golden Globes, and
Matt Hader, former board member of The American
Screenwriters Association.

1550 Tiburon Blvd. Phone: (415) 435-2822

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Schedule and Screening Times						

Thursday 3/18

True Beauty This Night @ 01:20 PM

Welcome to North Korea! @ 03:10 PM

Carmen Meets Borat @ 03:05 PM

Comrade Couture @ 03:25 PM

The Finding @ 03:10 PM

Jazzed @ 03:25 PM

Kilo @ 03:20 PM

Tungijuq @ 03:40 PM

----------------------------------------

Morenita - The Scandal @ 03:20 PM

Wild Opera @ 03:40 PM

Speakers Corner @ 03:20 PM

Alive! @ 05:10 PM

Friday 3/19

Chasing Che @ 03:30 PM

Shaped @ 05:10 PM

Tongue of the Hidden @ 03:30 PM

The Referee @ 05:10 PM

Today is Better than Two Tomorrows @ 03:00 PM

A Farewell to Hemingway @ 04:50 PM

The Most Secret Place on Earth @ 05:15 PM

Short Program # 2 @ 3:20

Chicago Overcoat @ 05:20 PM

Voice on the Line @ 05:15 PM

Short Program # 1 @ 3:30

Next Floor @ 05:20 PM

Heaven, Hell, Earth... @ 05:45 PM

City in Red @ 04:50 PM

Allons-y! Alonzo! @ 05:40 PM

Still Bill @ 07:00 PM

Home from Home @ 05:05 PM

Ana’s Playground @ 05:40 PM

The One Note Man @ 07:00 PM

Seniors Shorts Program @ 05:15 PM

Bank Robbery @ 05:40 PM

Sweet Crude @ 07:05 PM

Bridges @ 05:30 PM

Empire State Building Murders @ 05:40 PM

Obselidia @ 07:10 PM

Diploma @ 05:30 PM

Splinters @ 06:45 PM

Rembrandt’s J’accuse @ 07:45 PM

Catch the Billionaire @ 06:45 PM

A Step Into the Darkness @ 07:20 PM

Nowhere Kids @ 09:30 PM

Broken Hill @ 07:10 PM

Hipsters @ 07:25 PM

Scum @ 09:30 PM

2 Grapes @ 07:20 PM

Made in China @ 07:50 PM

Good Fortune @ 09:35 PM

Carpet to Celestial Heavens @ 07:35 PM

Visit China @ 07:50 PM

Milk and Chocolate @ 09:35 PM

Heiran @ 07:35 PM

Gold Rush @ 09:50 PM

General Nil @ 09:30 PM

Bombay Summer @ 09:25 PM

Hotel Sahara @ 09:50 PM

Losing Balance @ 09:25 PM

My Only Sunshine @ 09:50 PM

Madagascar, a Journey Diary @ 09:30 PM

Tears of April @ 09:50 PM

(Opening Night)

East, West, East: The Final Sprint @ 07:00 PM

Sea Point Days @ 09:30 PM

----------------------------------------

Saturday 3/20
The Bogeyman @ 11:00 AM
The Last Giants – Oceans in Danger @ 11:00 AM
Tide @ 11:00 AM
Tripoli, Quiet @ 11:00 AM
Helipolis @ 11:10 AM
On the Safe Side @ 11:10 AM
Post! @ 11:10 AM
The Road to Nkunda @ 01:05 PM
Digging in Their Heels @ 01:10 PM
Our Disappeared @ 01:10 PM
The Choir @ 01:15 PM
True Adolescents @ 01:20 PM
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----------------------------------------

Sunday 3/21
And the Oscar Goes to Mexico @ 11:00 AM
New Skin @ 11:00 AM
Tahaan @ 11:00 AM
The 40th Door @ 11:00 AM
The Magistical @ 11:00 AM
The Timekeeper @ 11:00 AM
Dave Talks About Stuff and Things @ 12:50 PM
Something’s Gonna Live @ 12:50 PM
Bicycle Dreams @ 01:00 PM
Warrior Champions @ 01:05 PM
Father and Sister @ 01:10 PM
Will of Father Jean Meslier @ 01:10 PM
It Came From Kuchar @ 03:00 PM
The Last Bogatyr @ 03:10 PM

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

----------------------------------------

Monday 3/22
Splinters @ 03:05 PM
Obselidia @ 03:15 PM
Around the World with Joseph Stiglitz @ 03:50 PM
Under the Same Sky @ 03:50 PM
East, West, East: The Final Sprint @ 04:00 PM
Petition @ 05:00 PM
Children and the Flood @ 05:10 PM
How Green Was Our Valley @ 05:10 PM
Varmints @ 05:25 PM
Where is the Wall? @ 05:25 PM
Do Engines Have a Soul? @ 06:00 PM
María’s Way @ 06:00 PM
Marin Filmmakers @ 07:00 PM
Titón, from Havana to Guantanamera @ 07:00 PM
Velma @ 07:30 PM
Boyhood Shadows @ 07:35 PM
John Wayne Hated Horses @ 07:35 PM

9th Tiburon International Film Festival | Calendar |

																

TICKETS:

Red Water Red @ 07:35 PM

Third Person Singular Number @ 03:40 PM

High Rise @ 09:40 PM

I’ll Tell On You! @ 03:50 PM

Never Drive a Car When You ‘re Dead @ 09:40 PM

Waiting for Women @ 03:50 PM

Regular Admission $10

Re: Session @ 09:40 PM

Helsinki Forever @ 05:20 PM

Seniors (60 & over) $7

LoopLoop @ 05:20 PM

-------------------------------------

Tuesday 3/23

Failing Better Now @ 05:25 PM
Frog @ 05:50 PM
Up to the Sky @ 06:10 PM
Kissing Paris @ 07:00 PM

Children (12 & under) $7
Students (with I.D.) $7
-------------------------------------------

$500

Rembrandt’s J’accuse @ 03:05 PM

Tell me I @ 07:00 PM

ALL ACCESS PASS

Broken Hill @ 03:15 PM

Made in Deutschland @ 07:20 PM

Muezzin @ 03:40 PM

The Wish Tree @ 07:35 PM

The Cap @ 03:40 PM

Solitude @ 07:50 PM

Crayfish @ 04:00 PM

When the Lemons Turned Yellow @ 07:50 PM

Daughters @ 04:50 PM

Armando and Politics @ 09:40 PM

Experience everything the full
9 days of the TIFF has to offer
including access to all films,
parties, other special events and
the Filmmakers’ Lounge

From Somewhere to Nowhere @ 04:50 PM

Be Calm and Count to Seven @ 09:40 PM

Life in the Building Blocks @ 05:15 PM

Happy Together @ 09:40 PM

Post Scriptum @ 05:15 PM

The Poodle Trainer @ 09:40 PM

Nyarma @ 05:25 PM
Winds of Sand, Women of Rock @ 05:25 PM
9 Years Later @ 06:10 PM
Mama, To Life! @ 06:10 PM
Knock on Wood @ 06:50 PM
Zanzibar Music Club @ 06:50 PM
The Power of the Powerless @ 07:20 PM
The Years of Silence @ 07:20 PM
Virtuoso: The Olga Samaroff Story @ 07:25 PM
Wings of Silver: The Vi Cowden Story @ 07:25 PM
Consulting God @ 07:50 PM
Letters to the President @ 07:50 PM
Kiss the Moon @ 09:40 PM
Out There @ 09:40 PM
The Incident at Tower 37 @ 09:40 PM
The Bake Shop Ghost @ 09:40 PM
World of Animation @ 9:45 PM
The Veiled Commodity @ 10:00 PM

-------------------------------------

Thursday 3/25
A Farewell to Hemingway @ 02:50 PM
Heiran @ 03:30 PM
City in Red @ 04:00 PM
2 Grapes @ 04:35 PM
Down Here @ 04:50 PM
Strange Events @ 04:50 PM
Luisa @ 05:20 PM
Christopher Dispossessed @ 05:50 PM
Ten @ 05:50 PM
Wisdom @ 05:50 PM
Malban @ 06:10 PM
You Will Be Mine @ 06:10 PM
Kino Caravan @ 06:45 PM

FILM FAST PASS

$250

Get access to all films, all week,
for one low price!
-------------------------------------------

TICKETS
ON SALE
NOW!
Call:
415.789.8854
or visit
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
-------------------------------------------

VENUES:

The Tour @ 07:30 PM

Tiburon Playhouse
Theater (TPH)

-------------------------------------

The Last Season: Shawaks @ 07:50 PM

40 main Street, Tiburon, A 94920

Wednesday 3/24

Two Lines @ 09:30 PM

Under Rich Earth @ 10:00 PM

My Heart Goes Hadippa @ 02:30 PM
Marin Filmmakers @ 03:35 PM

The Man Who Bottled Clouds @ 07:30 PM

The Red Baron @ 09:40 PM
Kidnap Factory @ 09:45 PM

Corinthian Yacht Club (CYC)

43 Main Street, Tiburon, CA 94920

The Long Night @ 09:45 PM

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Emy Cosio-Barron

Kathy Bass

Randi Brinkman

Hazel Carter

Scott Carter

Sally Charles

Jean Cromwell

Abbi Fox

Carolyn Hansen

Chelsea Hardesty
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C. Jay Key
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Mark Lomas
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Frank Howard Allen • Tiburon: 415.435.1000
®

We are an affiliate of the Luxury Portfolio Fine Property Collection®
— the leading luxury property network in the world.
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